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Mortgage Loan Service Promoting New Home™-

Building And Remodeling In Coastal Area
PHA AND GI LOANS TO BE MADE
AVAILABLE LOCALLY TO COMBAT

DEFICIENCY IN AREA HOUSING;

"TRADE-INS" A NEW FEATURE
The financing of homes, new and
old. and the remodeling of existing
homes may be a much easier pro
cess in the Coastal Area in the very
near future.
A new financing firm, composed
of several business men ln this re- '
gion, is to offer services in F. H. A
and Q. I. financing, processing of
details locally — and even "Tradeins” as a new feature of home buy
ing.
The organization incorporated as
the K-L-W Mortgage Loan Service,
has arranged with leading Maine
lending institutions to have ample
funds available for use in the Knox.
Lincoln. Waldo County region in
the coming year.
This company is enthusiastic
over the prospects of new home
building and financing in the area
It ls pointed out that lack of ready
funds on the scale that K-L-W is
to offer has many times blocked
the coming of new industry to the
area.
Officers All Local Business Men

Officers and board members of
the K-L-W Mortgage Loan Service
are in either building supply, real
estate, insurance or related fields
All are residents and business men
in the three county area which the
firm will serve.
President of the firm Is Vernon
L. Packard, Camden building sup
ply dealer and area agent for the
U. S Steel Gunnison Homes which
created such a stir in building
circles last fall.
Franklin H. Wood of Rockland
real estate broker and civil engineer
is a vice president. Albert Elliot of
Thomaston, who is a real estate
broker and insurance agent is also
a vice president.
Treasurer of the firm is Paul
Hurlburt, Camden real estate and
Insurance dealer. Secretary of the
firm is Robert W Hudson, of Rock
land. power company executive.
In addition to the officers the
board of directors of the firm are
William A Brown of Camden, op
erator of the Knox Lumber Prod
ucts Company of Camden and Zurbach Steel Company of Somerville.
Mass.; Donald C. Carrigan of Dam
ariscotta. real estate broker; Jo
seph C. Robinson. Jr.. St. George,
lumber dealer; Arthur B. Clark,
Belfast, real estate and insurance
dealer; John C. Creighton of
Union, retired general store opera
tor and appliance dealer and now
a real estate operator; Willard
Wight of the fuel firm of P. O.
Willey A Co. tn Camden and A. D.
Oray, Waldoboro real estate man.
Samuel W. Collins, Jr., Rockland
attorney, is clerk of the corporation.

BIGGER
SAVINGS-

wil* PYROFAX GAS

• Yon n»» money when yon nan

PYBOFAX Gas because the clean,
blue flame la all heal-there la »a
araste. Every pound oi gas gtvas you
full value. And lhe men gas you
use, tha lower the avaraga ooaL Xoa
mva most whan you enjoy al flw
advantages oi thia complete gaa
service- for cooking, waiar heattag,
(afaigarahoo.

Purpose Is Home Ownership

A basic purpose of this new organiza’ion is to foster home owner
ship by spreading the benefits of
terms which are being encouraged
throughout the country by Federal
Housing policy
Many financial institutions have
indicated that they welcome gov
ernment guaranteed mortgages, but
lack the personnel or contacts to
negotiate and service such loans.
Many of these loans are on a 20
year payment plan and require
relatively low down payments on
the original purchase.
Remodeling Loans Too

K-L-W Intends to handle mort
gage loans on all types of homes
and for remodeling of homes, both
urban and rural. However, homes
or projected remodeling must meet
F. H. A. specifications. One type of
loan concerns remodeling and runs
for a term of three years. Another
type has to do with the 20 year
mortgage loan for building new
homes or the purchase of existing
property.

available, and the same for the
couple building the new place. The
prospective home owner can then
proceed with his future plans with
his builder, real estate agent,
plumber, or businessmen of his
choice.
Borrowers Free To Choose Builders
The "trade-in" feature, long fa
miliar to automobile buyers, is new,
i ln this section at least, to home
buyers. It is not as simple a
process as trading in for a new car,
but is one which offers possibilities
to families who otherwise might
have to wait years to dispose of a
home which they have outgrown
before they could start one the
family needs, to live in comfort.
Sound Government Financing
Mr Packard observed that it is
the intention of the group to bring
to the people of the area a sound,
government guaranteed, financing
plan for home ownership.
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BOY SCOUT WEEK STARTS FEB. 8;
COASTAL AREA QUOTA IS $4,930.72
Boy Scout Week comes up on a Tree Council.
nationwide scale next week, the
For Roekiand, William Bicknell
formal observation beginning on has assumed chairmanship of the
Feb. 8.
activities. Captain Nathan Bard,
Plane for the observance of the US. (Ret.) is chairman for speweek in the Coastal Area are cial gifts.
Ironed out by the area committee i Another retired service man, Lt.
of which Kennedy Crane. Jr., is Cmdr Leroy MbCIuskey of the
the chairman. In his efforts to Coast Guard, has assumed chair
bring Scouting to the renewed at manship for the area encoir.passtention of the residents of Knox •ng Thomaston. South Thomaston.
and Lincoln Counties he has the Port Clyde. Tenant's Harbor, 8t.
assistance of the area staff, con George. Warren. Hope, Appleton
sisting of Elgar M. Farnsworth as and Union.
finance committee chairman. Ma
Local chairman for Waldoboro is
jor Elmer E. Barde. as public re Max Fox;
for Damarisootta,
la tions chairman and Lendon C. Robert Reny. and for Wiscasset,
Jackson as auditor
Donald Brackett.
This committee will meet Mon
The area around Boothbay Har
day afternoon, a* 2 o'clock, at the bor. including that town as well
C-D Headquarters in the basement as Boothbay and East Boothbay Is
of Knox County Court House, to looked after by Ralph Scott as
plan for the financial campaign area chairman while Kenneth Marwhich will get underway lrnmedi- shall has assumed charge of the
ately after the conclusion of Scout local effort in Boothbay Harbor.
Week. The goal set for the Coastal
Other local chairmen named by
Area has been set at $4930 72; the Crane are for Camden, Mort
odd amount resulting from a per Quatreli; Rockport, Leonard Annes;
capita division of the goal set for , Vinalhaven, Edwin Maddox, ind
the entire State of Maine by Pine North Haven, Colin Winslow.
------------------------------------------------ :----------------------------------------- ------

Desperate Need For Housing

These business men believe, and
METHODISTS REVIEW YEAR OF
others who have knowledge of this
FINE PROGRESS—DIST. SUPT.
announcement have concurred, that
the area needs new housing des
AND MRS. HEMPSTEAD HERE
perately. It Is known that pros
pective Industry has more than
The annual meeting (Fourth i Thelma Stanley. Grace Lurvey,
Photos by Cullen
once turned away from the section
Three marchers from Ward 1 deliver their colle tions to Rockland headquarters In the Court House. Quarterly Conference) of the Pratt j Harold Whltehdll, Lina Mountfort,
because of the lack of modern Left to right, they are: Mrs. Jason Thurston, Jr., Mrs. Dana Cummings and Mrs. Robert Stevens, Jr. Re Memorial Methodist Church was Corinne Hughes, Margaret Calderhomes for executives and workers. ceiving thr funds and recording them arr. left to right. Mrs. I red Tripp and Mrs. Richard Barnard.
held on Wednesday night in the wood, Beverly Bam'ord, Louise
Molhers marohed for polio
Can Attract Industry
vestry of the church. This im Gregory, and Doris Havener for
The old question as to which Thursday despite snow and zero
portant event opened with a parish Education; Edith Tweedie, Leroy
"Trade-Ins” New Feature
came first, the hen or the egg, has ccld, and the result was most
supper at 6 o'clock. Rev. and Mrs Chatto. Mildred Blood. Leona Flint,
One of the results which the com plagued the Coastal Area for years,
Alfred Hempstead, he a former pas Millieent Gregory, Dora Mank, An
gratifying
to
campaign
leaders.
pany expec’s because of the service relative to housing or Industry. Is
r*~
tor of the Church and now the new nie Chase. Annie Eaton, Katherine
Friday morning, there was an
offered is the process known as it industry which is needed to pro
superintendent of the Augusta Small for Missions and Church Ex
estimated
$3700
credited
to
collec

"trade-ins” in homes. Naturally mote new housing; or is it new
District, were special guests for the tension; Harold WhitehIU, Kather
there are more details to this housing to attract new industry? tions made by the mothers, with
evening. Following the supper per ine Young. Ralph Clark, Lorita
process than trading in a car. The The K-L-W Mortgage Ioan Service but two of the seven communities
iod, the present pastor. Rev. Merle Bicluiell, Edith Tweedie, Margaret
involved
having
their
reports
com

ompany will arrange financing for plans to do something concrete
Conant, lead a devotional service Calderwood. Carol Jillson, Thelma
pleted The indications are that
the old home and its purchaser and along that line.
of song, prayer, and a brief but Stanley, Esther Dolliver, Norma
the
fund
will
equal
that
of
last
for the new home which a couple
The temporary office location of
helpful message was brought by Mr. Simmons, Alfred MaeFarland for
year.
is seeking. Mortgage money for the the firm is at 57 High Street, Cam
Hempstead.
The superintendent membership and Evangelism; Ralph
Promptly at 7 o'clo-k. the fire
buyers of the old house will be den, telephone 2651
then conducted the business ses Clark, Charles Jillson, Paul Hallialarms signaled the start of the
sion at which the annual reports gan, Russell Abbott, Donald Calderone hour house to house canvass.
of the organizations of the church weed. Perry' Rich. Francis Havener,
BIRDSEYE WORKERS REMAIN AT
Just as promptly, mothers started J
were presented.
Louise Gregory. Ivy Chatto, Win
the rounds of their neighborhoods, |
TASKS WHILE NEGOTIATIONS
field Chatto. William Koster, Le
These
reports
showed
the
Church
warmly dressed against the biting
to be in good financial condition land Trask. Perley Simmon*. David
cold and heavy snow.
FOR NEW CONTRACT CONTINUE
and its organizations busy, grow Bicknell for Finance.
Within an hour, they were
ing. and making an inspiring con
Special Committees elected for
Negotiations between Oeneral Foods firm was represented by Er turning in funds to collection cen
tribution to the total program of the year are: Pastoral Relations
Poods Birdseye Division fillet plant nest Gavin of New York and Rich ters In the towns and other volthe church. The church has now Edith Tweedie, A. W. Gregory,
and the Atlantic Fishermen’s Union ard Wagner, both personnel men of I unteere were recording the dona- I
296 members and more waiting to Ralph Clark. H. R. Winchenbaugh,
tions
In Rockland, the Knox
continue.
the company.
unite.
The church school and Virginia Chatto; Records and His
County
court
house
offices
of
the
Thursday, a meeting was held in
It is expected that a review of
Youth Fellowship are growing or tory. Doris Abbott. Fannie Dow,
Rockland with Harry Smith of Dur union demands will continue next clerk of courts and the register of
ganizations as is also true of the Edith Tweedie; Music. Lena Stevens
for
ham. N. H.. a mediator of the Na Tnursday. It is understood that cer probate were thrown open
Kola and Baraca groups. The Lorita Bicknell. Paul Snow. RichAlso, sandwiches and
tional Labor Board, present Ap- tain items have been tentatively workers
Scout groups are under experienced ard Havener. Minerva Small, Thelpearing for the company were i agreed upon, but are so entwined coffee were ready tn the grand
and strong leadership and new j ma Stanley, Dante Pavone; ParsonJames Brazier, fillet plant manager! With others yet unsettled, that lt is Jury room for workers as they
members are coming too fast to be age. Millieent Oregory, Edith
and Harold Leach, personnel direct- the opinion that no definite decl- came in.
Mothers' Marches were conduct
handled properly.
j Tweedie, Katherine DeRochmont.
or manager for Birdseye operations sions have been made
The outlook for 1954 is a happy Marion Fickett Margaret Simmons,
locally. The union was represented , Workers in the plant, which em- ed In Camden. Warren. Owl's
one indeed. Perry Rich Alfred Mac-1 Corinne Hughes, Ada Koster, Edna
by Attorney Ruben Goodman of ploys approximately 150 persons, are Head, South Thomaston. Rcck
Farland and Robery Gregory were Havener, Carol Jillson. I eona SteBoston and Henry Nare. agent for ,remaining at their tasks even land. Thomaston and Rockport.
In many of the towns, fathers
elected trustees for another three1 ven£; Ministry of Kindness, Edith
the union.
| though the contract of the past year
turned out too. to heln mother in
years. The Board of Stewards for Tweedie, Laura Buswell. Lorita
Headquarters of the Oeneral expired on Jan. 16.
her rounds, due to the bad
1954 are: Russell Abbott. Doris B:ckneU; Altar Committee, Relta
weather.
Abbott, Inez Ames. Mildred Blood. I Holden, Leona Flint, Edna Havener,
Typical
of
a
thousand
or
more
such
calls
over
the
county
Thursday
Edward F. Prescott, non. in charge of operations Directing the marches was Mr. evening is that of Mrs. Frank J, O'Connor who made tha,/ calls on Lorita Bicknell, Ivy Chatto, Leroy inez Ames, Margaret Philbrook,
throughout this area.
Constance MacPhail of Owl's Broad Street, as she was greeted by her neighbor, Mrs. Wiljiam Koster Chatto. Winfield Chatto. Virginia Margery Trask. Marjorie MacFarMr. Preeoott Is married. He
Camden, Honored
Head, Women's Division chairman of Broad Street. Even Bruce, the Koster's Labrador Retriever, came Chatto. Ralph Clark. Vincle Clark. land. Esther Graves; Troop Com
served for 2'4 years tn the Quar
for the county, and Nathan C. to the door to greet the marcher.
Alice Conant, Donald Calderwood. mittee, for Boy Scouts. Robert
termaster Corps during World
By A & P Stores
Puller of Rockland, county cam
Katherine
DeRochment. Esther
Donald Calderwood, Le
War II.
PARENTS VITALLY CONCERNED WITH Dolliver. Fannie Dow Mary Emery, Oregory.
paign chairman.
land Trask, Pastor. Willes Kinney.
Edward P. Prescott of 3 Norwood
He is a member of several or
avenue. Camden, recently celebrat ganizations, including the Masons.
DISCUSSIONS AT MONDAY NIGHT'S Frank Gardiner. Robert Gregory, Carroll Merrill .Robert Murray.
Louise Gregory, Millieent Gregory.
offices and storage rooms.
The members of the Nominating
ed his 35th anniversary with A&P Odd Fellows, American Legion.
On the ground floor, there will be JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH PTA MEETING Donald Haskell, Reita Holden. Carol Committee elected for the year 1964
Eastern
Star.
Chamber
of
ComFood Stroes and Joined more than
tanks to
accommodate 20,000
Jillson. Grace Lurvey, Alfred Mac- are: diaries Jillson, Reita Holden.
The Junior-Senior High School , jects. Mrs. Reta Robinson; Home
YiMCiA. Businessmen’s
500 New England Division em merae,
pounds of lobsters, set up with a
Farland,
Marjorie MaeFarland, Lorita Bicknell. Francis Havener.
ployees in the company's 25-year Association .and the Megunticook pumping system extending into the PTA will meet Monday night at 7 30 i Economics. Mrs. Dorothy Collins; Margaret Philbrook. Dora Mank.
Vocational
Training.
Charles
Fish
&
Game
Association
club.
in the High School Auditorium
8hirley Rollins, Oershom RolUns, FAVORITE POEM
harbor.
! Grant; Physical Education, Mich
Mr. Preeoott. who ls employed as
Thelma Stanley. Laura Buswell,
A 10-foot wharf extension will be when the program will consist of a
ael DiRenzo and Guidance, George
FOUR POWER CONFERENCE
manager of the A&P store at 37 Barker Building
Beatrice Snow. LawTence Richard
biult out from the face of the 60 panel discussion on the various high
Johnson.
Elm street Camden, joined the
Four
other men are watching you
son, Earl Simmons, Edith Tweedie.
foot length of the building. Also school departments and courses
In your, it seem*, but vain attempt
It will be to the advantage of ev
company on Jan. 1, 1D28
New lobster
Harold Whitehill. Leroy Chatto to And a path to peace. And who
planned is an 80 foot wharf with a
ery parent to attend this important
On his 25th anniversary he re
was elected secretary of the official Are these? You hold them in con
60 foot expansion to form an “L” I with a view to familiarizing the
meeting, which vitally concerns the
ceived a cash award from the com Wholesale Plant
parents
with
what
the
High
School
tempt?
board; Ralph Clark, Lay Member of
shaped pier. The 80 foot section will
pany and congratulatory messages
| has to offer their children. Mrs. future of every child. This program the Conference; Louise Gregory, They are prophetic men. astride
extend
along
Tillson
Avenue
and
The Independent Lobster Com
will be of special interest to par
from Lawrence M Cazayoux. di
treasurer of the Church; Margaret Wiki mounts which gallop in the
the 60 foot section extend from it, Martha Vlik of the English departents having a child entering High
visional president, and C. M. Gan- pany, owned by Gilbert Barker, is
sky.
'
ment
will
serve
as
leader
and
PrmPhUbrook. Communion Steward; Their
parallel to the new building.
hoofs a tattoo as they ride
constructing a 60 by 50 foot, two
| cipal A. H. Boothby as resource per School next fall. Refreshments will Dora Mank, Assistant Communion
Completion of the building is ex
lr. thunder's wake, and havoc cry.
be served under the direction of
story
wholesale
lob6ter
plant
on
son
He
will
speak
briefly
on
the
to

YOUTH 8UNDAY 11 A. M.
Steward; Edith Tweedie Treasurer Beware these men. beware these
pected in April.
Mrs. Gertrude Moffitt and Mra. Le
Tillson Avenue The plant is on
tal curriculum
of
Benevolence
and
District
"A Nen-ereedal Church of
four
ona
Whitehill.
land purchased from the Thurston
Taking part are the following:
Freedom in BeHgien"
Some men seem to think their
Prophetic men, their horse* sped
Steward.
OU
Company
by
Barker
a
year
or
Social
Studies,
Fred
Perkins;
Lan

Into
a lather Lucifer
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
brains are to be used only if their
The church elected the following
Might ypur until they bled.
more ago.
(By Court House, Rockland)
guages. Mrs. Norma Conners; Sci
brass fails to work.
as Honorary Stewards Alice Britt.
The structure will have a second
Welcome:
Rev. Gee. H. Weed
ence. Edmunl Barnard: Mathemat
TRY
Antoinette Britt, Nellie Murch and Apocalypse's horsemen race.
Anticuxiting Thor's ukase.
lWt story 25 by 60 feet, which will house Advertise lc The Oouner-Gazette ics, Mrs. Ivy Hart; Commercial subEvelyn Orcutt.
—Peter Cameron,
The
commission
elected
to
Thomaston. Maine
HAVING
ABOUND
serve in 1954 were: Leroy Chatto.
Jan. 28. 1954.
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Rockport In One

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Sided Win Over

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

btfere.

The game was split up for Rock
port with the first team playing
the first half and the reserves
playing the last. The starters
managed to outscore the Wildcats
49-13, and the second stringers had
to be content with a 33-31 point
spread.
Ted Sullivan was high man for
the Beavers with 14 points, but he
had to take second place for in
dividual scoring honors as Ira Pet
erson of Vinalhaven garnered one
more point.
In the first game the Vinalha
ven iaeales went down to a 55-26
defeat at the hands of Bill Judkin's classy Rockport sexte..
Rockport (82): B. Parley, If,
5 tl); Nape, If, 5 (1); Deane. If,
3 fl); Crockett, rf. 2 (1); Cash.
rf, 2 (I); Sullivan, c, 6 (2): Le
land. c, 2; C. Parley, If, 4; Simon
ton, if, 1; GrOiS. rg. 4 (1); Annis. rg
rg. 2.
Vinalhaven (34); Gilchrist, if.
2; Conway, if, (1); Peterson, rf, 7
(1); Morton, rf, 1 Cl); Arey, c;
Sutliffe, lg; Anderson, rg, 4 (3).
Referees: Gay, Marriner.

FRIENDSHIP

Five Beauties Chosen As Kippy Kamival Kween (Candidates

EDITORIAL

Vinalhaven Five
Vinalhaven proved no match for
the coastal class S powerhouse.
Rockport, and went down to a one
sided defeat to the Beavers 82-34
in a game plaj*d at Rockport
Wednesday wight. It was the sec
ond defeat ln as many nights for
the visitors from the Island, having
lost to Camden J.V.’s the night

Teesday-Tkunday-Saturday

DEDICATED TO AIDING HOME BUILDERS
The appearance of a well-financed new firm on the lo
cal scene with the announced purpose of making the owning
of new homes or the modernizing of old ones mucn easier,
may have a most beneficent effect on the area. It is an ad
mitted fact that this community has suffered the loss of sev
eral excellent potrntial industries due to its dearth of mod
ern homes. With the new firm dedicated to remedying this
unhappy condition, the situation, industry-wise, should also
be improved.
Vernon L. Packard of Camden, successful builder of new
homes in his own right, heads the group of well-known busi
ness men from Knox. Lincoln and Waldo Counties who are
leaders in the new venture. They promise co-operation with
all existing loan interests in F. H A. financing and other loan
services, in making possible the erection and improvement of
homes on a scale unrealized heretofore in this section of
Maine.

"OPPORTUNITY" IS THE IMPORTANT WORD
When we first read of President Eisenhower's new home
plan we were frankly surprised. The ’‘forty years to pay”
seemed like a leaf which had fallen out of the planning book
of the Roosevelt era, but as the details unfolded, the broad
thinking behind it and the eminently practical details bound
to accrue, gave it a typical Eisenhower touch.
The word ’‘Opportunity’’ peculiarly Eisenhower in its im
plications of hard work and prudent living, lent strength to
his words: "It is properly a concern of this government to
insure that opportunities are provided every American family
% have a good home.” It shows the innate humanity of the
Chief Executive.
He views the problem of housing in the wider sense as
well, the rehabilitation of properties salvageable and fit for
human habitation, and the ending of slum areas too far de
layed to be reclaimed. The rehabilitation of salvageable
properties presents a real opportunity where the replace
ment of the vast number of these borderline habitations with
new construction would bankrupt the nation.
Opportunity through government aid to the millions in
the low income brackett, self-respecting and honest, to create
decent homes is the answer.
“Opportunity" is the important word.

Mrs. A. O. Roiimer is gaining
slowly from the accident, Jan. 3
CAMDEN Y.M.C.A. ALONE CARRIES THE TORCH
at the Junction of Route 1 and 97
This week the Camden Y.M.C.A. is observing National
Y.M C.A. Week with a period of crowded activity programs
in South Warren. Many friends
demonstrating the splendid work carried on by this insti
calling helps make time pass
tution. It serves a real need in Camden—provides her young
swiftly.
people with a clean, wholly respectable recreation area and
Mrs. Genie Bramhall spent las’
carries forward a well-balanced program of building clean
week with Mr. and Mrs. Philip
minds and strong bodies while laying a solid foundation of
Bramhall and family.
Christian citizenship.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Frost of
The Camden Y.M.C.A. came into being in 1011 as a
Boston, who have purchased the
branch of the Rockport Y.M.C.A. at the instigation of a
Dr. Anna Platt home, are stay
group of Camden clergymen. In 1916 the present fine home
ing at George Hunt's home, while
of the "Y” was completed, and it has served the community
work is being done on their nawlywell ever since. The Y.M.C.A. at Rockport, and that at
piurchased home.
Rockland have passed from existence, more’s the pity.
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Tolman were
Camden “Y” alone carries the torch.
callers at the Percy Wincapaw
home on Tuesday.
Miss Helen Pales, Mrs. Betty
FEW HOME BABIES THESE DAYS
Roberts, Hartwell Davis and Mr.
If one chooses to make even a brief study of the birth
and Mrs. Lew Benner were ln Ban
section of the vital statistics department of The Couriergor Jan. 18 to purchase an ambuGazette, he or she will come up with a little thought of fact.
lanec for the Woman’s Auxiliary
The day of the home-born baby has passed. A great ma
Fire Department.
jority of the recorded births note the fact that the child
Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Pender. Mr
first saw the light of day in a hospital maternity ward, or
and Mrs. Prank Conary. Mr. and
in one of the several excellent maternity homes found in this
Mrs. Stillman Havener and Miss
area.
,
Helen Pales were in Portland Sat
This is not an isolated condition but one which obtains
urday evening to hear Red Harper,
over the nation and is one of the many factors of modern
a noted evangelist.
life and practice which has lowered infant mortality to its
Bernard Brow, who has employ
present satisfying rate.
ment ln Vinalhaven spent the
The average home is unfitted in many ways for the
weekend with his family.
highly important business of ushering a new life into the
Mrs. Harvey Simmons is recoworld, where hospitals and maternity homes have every
ering from a recent fall.
modern facility and personnel trained in such matters.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Roberts enter
The modern practice is far the better.
tained for supper, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Thompson and Mrs. Nel
lie Thonpson last Thursday, it ham State Teachers College. She item).
We have held quite true to the
being the
former’s
birthday will spend this short recess with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer original purpose but sometimes the
"Happy Birthday Al!”
Starr.
work-baskets are conspicious by
Mrs. Etta Thompson, who had
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Mank of their absence. Current events and
the misfortune to fall on the ice
is now oonvolescing at the home of North Waldoboro were supper guests problems are often discussed in
her daughter, Mrs. Maurice Hall. Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver formally of course sometimes an
Counee.
interesting articles from a maga
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Stenger
Norma Lermond has been con- zine read, and favorite receipe ex
of Norfolk, Va., have returned
Lned to the house by the mumps. changed.
home
He has been discharged
Mrs. Maude Brown and son
front the service.
Mrs. Fred McGlaufin, who euf- ' Charles and grandchildren. Jack UNION
i d Jerry spent Sunday with Mr.
fered an ill turn Sunday, was taker,
Friendly Circle of Methodist
a id Mrs Willard Brown.
to Miles Memorial Hospital.
Fred Ladd who has been sta Church serves their public dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wotton and
cked in New Mexico has been vis- for February on Tuesdiy with
family of Stonington were in town
ting his family at the home of Mr. Florence Calderwood, Deri Rob
over the weekend.
ind Mrs. Jchn Lane, Sr. He will bins and Mae Burnham, dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Conary, Mr
spend the weekend with his parents co mittee.
and Mrs. ftiUman Havener were in ■
Mrs. Mildred Gcff entertained a
ti New Jersey enroute to his new
Lewiston recently on business.
j
assignment, at Ft. Monmouth, group cf 35 friends Wednesday eve
Recent callers at the K E.
N. J. The family plan to join him ning, honoring Mrs. Ruth Leonard
Thompson’s were Mrs. Leila Smal
later.
with a surprise stork shower. Gifts
ley. Mrs. Ertelle Newbert, Mrs
Phil Davis received a telephone were prettily arranged and Mrs
Vienie Whitney and Mrs. Charles
all from a California paper a few Leonard received many nice gifts,
Starrett of Thomaston and Mr
days ago. This is one of the ever one of which was a bathinette. Re
and Mrs. Percy French of Camden.
winding circles, made by the “Nail freshments were served.
Mrs. Sidney Prior is confined
Keg TV Group”.
The dessert card party held
to her home with bronchitis.
Wednesday at Mrs. Leland McE'.The Tuesday Club
Mumps are now prevalent in
The Tuesday club met this week
with Mrs. Harvey Lunden. Next
week Mrs Elmer Merrifield wil!
WEST ROCKPORT
Francis L. Tillson
be the hostess. The question has
There were 12 present at the local been asked, “What do you do at
Extension Service meeting last F r- the Tuesday Club?”
CARPENTER
day evening at the home of Mrs.
The original purpose was for the
David Hamalainen. The subject group of young matrons to meet
and BUILDER
was “Fashion Tricks”, Mrs. Hamal for a social evening, to chat, sew,
ainen ln charge. Refreshments of mend, do fancy work or just re
sandwiches, brownies and coffee lax and enjoy each others com
THOMASTON, MAINE
were served by Mrs. Annie Starr pany. Of course there were re
and Mrs. Viola Starr.
TEL. 178-4
freshments. (Ask any of the early
Yes, we stifl have some Starr’s in members what happened when we
IO2-T*S-tf
our neighborhood. We used to have once took a vote concerning this
a Moon but the Moon left us several
years ago.
>XXXXXXXXXXX\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX\XXXXXXXXXXXXX\XXXAX
Miss Viola Starr is expected home
New 1954 Strunk Chain Saw Here!
following Mid-year exams at Gor

Sonia Shirley Curry

Dolores T. Galiano

Jean Carol Stratton

Rockland High students selected
five candidates for Kween of Kippy
Kamival in balloting carried out In
the school on Thursday.
Announced as candidates at as
sembly Friday morning were; in
alphabetical order and not the or
der of election results, were; Sonia

Shirley Curry. Dolores T. Galiano
Jean Carol Stratton, Sylvia Lynn
Treneer and Joan Marie William
son.
The students will vote for the
candidate of their choice in an elec
tion to be held just prior to Kippy
Karnival next month. The winner.

and Kween of Kippy Karnival, will
be announced at the Kippy Kami
val Ball at the Community Building
the evening of Saturday, Feb. 13.
Sonia Curry, 18, is the daughter
of John Curry of South Hope and
is a college course student,

of Mrs. Sylvia C. Treneer of 142
South Main Street. She is a gen
eral course student.
Joan Williamson, 17, is a com
mercial course student and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Waltei
Williamson of 29 Lisle Street. Joar
is also the reigning Maine Sea God
dess of the Maine Seafoods Festival

wee’s with Mrs. Robert McKinley
assisting as hostess, was very suc
cessful; 28 were present, in spite
of the stormy day, but due to gen
erosity of friends who were unable
to be present, $50 was received to
go to the March of Dimes Union
quota.
Miss Ruth McKinley of Wheelock
College, Boston, arrived Friday to
visit with her parents.
Marshall Payson of Norwich
College. Northfield, Vt. and Donald
Cramer of ttorham Teachers’ Col
lege have both been at home for
several d.ys.
Seven Tree Grange did not meet
Wednesday evening due to road
conditions and Union Lodge of

Masons Thursday evening was
postponed, also the meeting on
town manager discussion scheduled
for that evening was cancelled.
The PTA. wid meet Wednes
day at the High School with the
subject, "Area High School” to be
discussed. Mark Shibles. William
Bailey. State representatives are to
be present, also Mrs. Diana Pitts
of Rockland, Knox County high
school representatives are also exuected to be present .

Nazarene the sermon topic at the
11 o’clock worship service will be
"Boast Not Of Tomorrow.” At the
7 p. m. evangelistic service the
topic will be “Moses’ Choice.” Sun
day School begins at 10 a. m. and
the young people’s service at
6.15 p. m.

oi last week.

Church’ Notes

Methodist services Sunday at
10.45 a. m. with Rev. Jee-e Ken
derdine. pastor. Sunday School at
9.30 a. m.
At the Union Church of the

Sylvia Lynn

college course, and is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Galiano
of 84 Park Street.
Carol Stratton, 17, is the daugh
ter of Dr. and Mrs. Rupert L. Strat
ton of 110 Beech Street and is a col
lege course student.
Dolores Galiano, 18, is taking the
Sylvia Treneer, 18, is the daughter

has been a surgical patient at Knox
Hospital ln Rockland.
Mrs. Eben Wallace and Mrs. W.
K. Winchenbach were Rockland vis
itors Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Her.ry Fisher of
Rockiand called recently on Mr.
and (Mrs. Vernon Ray.
Mra Myron Chase and Winona
DUTCH NECK
Creamer are among those who re
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross of cently had mump6.
Auburn were recent Sunday guest i Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Winchen
of Mr. Qiosa’ parents, Mr. and bach and son Gary of FrieniUhip
| visited Sunday at the home of Mr.
Mrs. Edward Gross.
Wilmont Davis of Waldoboro and Mrs. Eben Wallace.
called Sunday at the home of Mr.
S Sgt. and Mrs. L. Ernest Roden
and Mrs. Linwood Miller.
and daughter, Mrs. Thomas WlnRonald, small son of Mr. and chenbach, Jr., and son were busi
Mrs. Thomas Winchenbach, Jr., ness visitors ln Rockland on Friday

Roy Cunningham of Jefferson
was a caller Tuesday at the home
»f W. K Winchenbach.
Miss Carmen Davis is able to be
out again after being confined to
the house with the mumps.
Richard Waltz, Mrs. Hazel Blaney
Mrs. Melville Davis, and Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Hayes attended an
Episcopal Church meeting at the
home of Mr and Mrs. Abbott at
the village on Thursday evening
last.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Austin Wallace
were visitors in Rockland on Friday.
Melville W. Davis was a business
visitor in Portland on Thursday.

Here Now! Ford fSSxTrucks for’54
1F0-M.P.
CAJtGO KING V-B
1924LF.
OUTGO KING V-B
13B-H.F.
FOWflt KING V-B

Featuring the

F.

13O-H
FOMttt KING VI

11341 F.

COST CUPFH SIX

Mightiest
concentration
of power
per cu.in.ever built into a truck line!
AGAIN FORD LEADS —now introduces the only full line of ultra-modem
NOW... ONLY FORD gives you
Gas-Saving, Low-Frktion, High-Compression,

Overhead-Valve, Deep-Block engines
in all truck modelsl V-8 and SIX1

5 engines—115-to 170-h.p.l

Low-Friction truck engines in the industry! And 1954 Ford Truck engines
have less cubic inch displacement for the power they develop, than other-make
truck engines. Ford’s 239 cu. in. Power King V-8, for instance, develops its
130 h.p. on as much as 43 cu. in. less displacement. Smaller-displacement
engines normally need less gas! Ford engines also have deep-skirt, more rigid
engine blocks to give better bearing support, smoother, more efficient power,
longer life. Over a billion miles of trucking have proved their performance
and economy. Now they are standard in all Ford’s more than 220 truck
models—from Pickups to 60,000-lb. GCW Big Jobs.

Now! TRIPLE ECONOMY
for ravings in the 3 biggest truck savings areas!
NEW low-Fiicnoe

increase power ap te 23%,
cat frktlee ep te 33%l

NEW Driverized Cabs, Power
Steering, Power Brakes,

fer fester, safer ceetrell

NEW Greater Capacity! New
Fect ery-Seih

grots ep la

li^^ieel lie Joes

4S% ewrel

The short-stroke design of Ford Truck engines cuts
power-wasting friction, gives you more delivered,
hauling power with Ford's traditional fuel economy!
And you get new higher compression ratios with
regular gas!

Hew Driverized Cabs cut fatigue, New long-wear
ing woven plastic seat upholstery for year-oround
comfort. Master-Guide Power Steering standard on
Series T-800, optional at extra cost on most other
BlG JOBSl Power Broking* for Pickups! Fordomatic
Drive* for oil models through 1 -tonners! (‘Optional,
extra cost.)

ford's expanded new truck lines run from ’/2-ton
Pickups to 60,000-lbs. GCW BfG JOBSl Two brandnew Ford Tondem-Axle BlG JOBS, rated for up to
40,000 lbs. GVWI Two more giant new Ford Cab
Forward BlG JOBS rated up to 55,000 lbs. GCW I

DOUBLE THE POWER AND TWICE THE CUTTING SPEED

WE WILL BUY

FORDAw/TRUCKS

Priced from $229.00 up

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

More truck for your money!

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
SB-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

S-S-tf

WUDOBORO GAUSE co.

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.
342 Park Street

Route 1, Thomaston

Rockiand, Maine
4-tf

xwtxx^xxxwwkxxxxxwoxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxwv

If You're Interested in an

Used Truck—Be Sure to See Our Selections—____ .

Jonwry 30, 1954

Harold Colbeth

TALK OF THE TOWN

Page Am

Sheldon Eaton Installed As Aurora Lodge Master

C.M.P. Manager
Of Bath Division

they nave shown .r. some games
South School (37): DeMaas
1 (1); Oarr Lf; Poulin Lf, 2;
Clnskey Rf. 2: Johnson Rf, 2;
C, 5 (2t; Watling C: R Smith
Young Lg: Keizer Lg: T. Smith
3 (1): Chase Rg. (3); Duncan
Owl's Head (14): W. Monti
ery Lf: Lindsey Rf: R. Mont)
ery Rf: Murray C; Tinker Lg;
wards Lg: Walker Rg; Butman
Referee: Johnson.

The executive committee for the
World Day of Prayer met at the
Harold I. Colbeth. Jr., former
and oommunlty event* home of Mrs. Josephine Deshon on lighting engineer with Central
are aoliclted for this calendar. All Camden street Tuesday night. Plans Maine Power Company in the Eastare tree and spaoe here cannot be were under discussion for the Unl- j ern Division, has been assigned as
purchased
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can versal Prayer Service for women of district manager for the companynot be accepted The decision of all faiths, which will be held Fri- i at Bath. His appointment becomes
the editor ls flnal.l
day afternoon. March 5. at the i effective Monday.
Jan. 31—Annual visitation of the Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church j While in Rockland, from 1946
Rockport-Thoma-ton Cancel
Bishop ot Maine at St. Peter's Those present besides the hostess 1 to 1950. he was active in community
The Bus Line league game
Parish.
Feb. 3—Area High School Discus were: Mrs. Vivian Lord Miss Bar- affairs. In 1950. he was transferred
tween Rockport and Thomast,
sion with Mark Shibles and Wil bara Morse. Mrs. Dorothy French, : to Livermore Falls where he has
slated for Thomaston Thursday
liam Bailey, Onion PTA.. at Mrs. Mae Gray, Mrs. Annie Eaton. ! since served as manager.
ternoon was postponed because
Thompson Memorial
He is married to the former
Mrs. Katherine DeRochemont. Mrs.
inclement weather conditions.
Peb. 4—Methebesec Club meets at
Reita Holden and Mrs Louise Cro- Dorothy Sherman of Rockland,
Farnsworth Art Museum
! game will be p’nved at TiiomaaU
i The power company's magazine,
Peb 4—Emblem Club initiation zier.
: next Tuesday afternoon.
and installation at Elks Home.
------I The Exciter has the following to
This is a bi? one for Rockport
Peb. 4-7 — Bates College Winter
Knox County Camera Club will sav about Colbeth and his pro
they need a win or else they w
Carnival weekend.
meet
at
the
Carroll
Berry
Studio
in
motion.
Peb. 3—National Bov Scout Week
fall one full game behind Sou'
Rockport, Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. A
‘‘Harold has been with CMP since
Observance
1
School.
South Schoo) crept a ha
Peb. 6-7—State of Maine Jumping. novel shooting session is on the pro- October 1946 when he first reportI game in front of the Young Ben
Cross-Country and Combined gram and the committee promises ed for work in the Rockland Meter
Aurora Lodge of Rockland met Wednesday evening lor the
Ski events. Rumford.
ers as a result of their victory ov
Marsha, and assistant to the Installing Officer. In the second
installation of officers. Members of the staff and installing
Feb. -10—Lincoln Dinner of Repub a surprise for all. Members bring I Department. After working there
row: Junior Steward Albert W. Eerrier, Marshal John II. Bill
Owl’s Head Thursday. This is tl
officers from left to right, first row: Herman R. Winchen
licans at Snow Bowl.
camera and tripod.
; and in the Belfast office for a short
ing ton. Organist J. Webster Mountfort. Treasurer Roy E.
first time that Rockport has
baugh, who served as Grand Chaplain in assisting Installing
Peb. 10—Rockland District Maine
Danielson, Senior Deacon George X. Bernier. Senior Steward
------I time, he was sent to Boothbay Hari as low ia the standings.
officer Charles A. Duncan, standing next to him; Master
Diocesah Council of Catholic
Herbert L. Dodge, Tyler Maynard H. Wiggin and Chaplain
A fire, which started in a sec- bor where he served as utility man.
Sheldon M. Eaton, Senior Warden Eduard M. Laurence, Junior
Women meets at Thomaston tn
Kenneth L. Mignault. Standing in the extreme rear is Junior
This Rockport aggregation
ond story bedroom of a house on In September 1947 he was assigned
Warden James L. Thomas and Car, A. Christoffersen. Grand
St. James Parish Hall.
Deacon Lloyd M. Richardson.
Photo by Jura
Ted Richards a-e playing tht
Fvb 11—The Rockland Extension Park street side of Brick street in to the Lighting Depar’ment. Since
poorest brand of ball for the se:
Association will meet in the mid-afternoon Thursday may re- ; I960 Harold has been manager of
Verrill used the reserves on his 13 School can very well sneak in as un son, suffering two straight defeat
American Legion Home
suit in condemnations proceedings i the Livermore Palls District. He ROCKLAND JUNIOR HIGH SET IN
man squad and they showed as well disjnited owners of second place. Unable to make a comeback fro
Peb. 12—W.CT.U. will meet with
the Misses Young, 100 North against it. The structure, owned succeeds recently retired Ralph BUS LINE THRONE BY CAMDEN WIN I as the starters. This last half line- The big worry on the remaining a loss to South School, Rockpo
Main St.
by John Miller of Waldoboro and \ Bragg as district manager in the
_
,
llI> outscored the boys from Owl s gouth School schedule Is a game took in or. the chin from Camdi
Peb. 14-19—Youth Gospel Crusade occupied by Mrs. Goldie Ulmer and important ship building city of
Rockland Junior High clinched 7-3 at the quarterand 21-9 at the Head by a 16-5 margin to wsltz with a puzzling Camden team. Their i in a big upset a week later In o:
Meetings at the First Baptist her three small children, was Utt!» Bath,
the Bus Line League title Tuesday i half
Church each night.
: away with the contest 37-14.
eaSy victory over Rockport proved • der to get straightened out for tl
“Before joining CMP, Harold afternoon by overpowering Camden
Peb. 19—Methebesec Club meets damaged by the blaze. Fire Chief
Leaving dimiutiveTommySmith
Rockport still has a game left '
that “Dool" Dailey's Camden five j Bus Line tournament, they need
with Mrs. Joseph Dondis, 69 Van E. Russell said Friday that he graduated from Andover Academy Junior High 47-15 at the spacious
in the game most of the last half.: kith the Junior High, so South have more up their sleeve than 1 get back in their winning ways
Beech street.
contemplated
condemning
tne and Harvard University, after which Camden High Gymnasium. Height
Peb. 21-22—The 41st Annual East house for human occupancy.
lie ran his own insurance business and experience of the Rockland
ESSEE^
ern Dog Show. Mechanics Bldg.,
------in Falmouth, Mass. In 1942 he i Jquad proved too much for the
Boston.
Peb 26—Frances Willard Day. pro
A GMC six-ton truck went off joined the Army Air Force with - charges of Dool'' Dailey to overgram and tea
US 1 at the Camden-Lincolnville which he
untu i946
I come.
March 3—'Ash Wednesday. Lent town Une about 830 p. m. Friday
’
’
There
is
a
coincidence
worth
re

With Clayton Vose end Charlie
begins.
March 5—Temperance Day ln the to cause an estimated 51000 dam cording in the fact that Harold Mahoney doing the brunt of the
age to the righfaide of the truck was selected to replace Ralph scoring, Rockland jumped off to a
Schools.
PASSENGER CARS
April 1-rComdr. Donald B Macjtfil- , The truck, according to __
State Polan to lecture
I:lice,„was .oRerated^by ,yalenUno Bragg, for other members of the 11-2 lead1 af the e/rd of the first j
families have wocked- together- ba-, period and increased this to 21-5 at
Building, auspices —________. , .
,
1953 DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR, R & H & Gyro. (One Owner) . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . -.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1995.00
Teachers' Association.
Cluaradonna of Lynn, Mass., who fore.
When the old Eastern the half. Camden sunk only one
1953
PLYMOUTH CAMBRIDGE 4 DOOR, R & H (low Mileage) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1695.00
April 5-8—Farm and Home Week [ w’as uninjured. As near as could 8teamship Line was in its heyday field goal In this first 12 minutes of
at the University of Maine. be determined, the driver, unfa1952
DODGE
MEADOWBROOK
4
DOOR,
R
&
H
(Clean,
Low
Mileage)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
1595.00
Ralph's grandfather, commodore play, that by Talbot. Camden guard.
Orono
mUiar with the road, drove on to Bragg, directed the fleet’s opera
1952
DODGE
CORONET
DIPLOMAT,
R
4
H
(A
Sport
Model
Car)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
1595.00
Camden had its most productive
April 18—Easter Sunday.
May 10-11—Hospital Auxiliary’s the soft shoulder and lost control tion. One of his trusted captains period in the third quarter as they
1952 DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR, RAH (Locally Owned, Clean) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1595.00
'County Pair" Universallst Ves of the vehicle which cut off two was Harold's father. Captain Col came up with seven points, but this
1952 DODGE CORONET CLUB COUPE, (Light Blue, Clean Car) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1595.00
try
utility poles before It tipped over.
April 2—Fifth Annual State of It was righted and returned to the beth, who saw a great dea) of ser was to no avail as Rockland length
1952 PLYMOUTH BUSINESS COUPE, HAD (We Sold it New) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1095.00
vice on the Boston-New York run ened their lead by netting nine
Maine Future Apprentice Com
1952
PLYMOUTH
CRANBROOK
CONVERTIBLE,
RAH
(19,000
Miles)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
1495.00
road
about
noon.
petition. State House. Augusta.
commanding such noted coastwise points. The score at the end of the
1952 CHEVROLET STYLELINE SPECIAL 2 DOOR (2 Tone Blue) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1275.00
steamers as the Harvard, Yale and third stood 32-12.
A car operated by William nepLimerock Council Knights of Col
1952 CHEVROLET STYLELiNE DELUXE 4 DOOR (Black Finish) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1395.00
Bunker Hiil.
Rockland added to its point
umbus will hold a get-together for panen of St. George collided with
spread ln the fourth period and
1952 PONTIAC CHIEFTAIN DELUXE 4 DOOR (Good Rubber) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1595.00
husbands and wives at St. James a deer on Route 131 in the late
coasted home a 47-15 winner.
parish hall ln Thomaston Monday ! afternoon Thursday. There was Plans Are Made
1951 DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR, RAH AGyro. (One Owner Cor) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1295.00
Vose and Mahoney used their
night. A spaghetti supper will be considerable damage to the car but
1951 DODGE WAYFARER 2 DOOR, R A H (A Real Buy) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1095.00
height to its best advantage and
To
Expand
Coast
served at 6.30 James Mayo and Jo Leppanen escaped injury.
through
dtmin.ihd the R-x-kiand
1951 PLYMOUTH CAMBRIDGE 4 DOOR, HAD (New Rubber) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1045.00
seph Pietroski are co-chairmen of
Guard Reserve
offense, scoring all but 10 of the
1951 FORD VICTORIA CLUB COUPE, R A H A FM (Sport Model) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1295.00
Word was received Thursday by
the event.
Junior Tiger total. Vose had 18 and
I General and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord
To date ln this fiscal year the
1951
FORD CUSTOM "8" 2 DOOR, R A H A FM (2 Tone Green) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1195.00
Mahoney 19 points.
Mrs. Carl Jensen, wife of the: °t the birth of a new grandson Reserve Training program ot the
1951
FORD
DELUXE
4
DOOR
"8"
(One
Owner,
low
Mileage)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
1095.00
This game left Rockland with but
manager of the shipyards opera- ! The parents are Mr. and Mrs Her- Coast Guard has be-n operating at
1951
CHEVROLET FLEETLINE DELUXE 2 DOOR (Nice Rubber) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1095.00
two games to play in the league
tions of General Foods in Rockland.; hert M Lord 2nd of Riverside, a rate somewhat less than antici
schedule and a three game lead on
1951
CHEVROLET
STYLELINE
DELUXE
4
DOOR
(Clean
Throughout)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
1195.00
pated due to the fact that Active
has Joined the faculty of Rockland ®onn.
South School and Ro-kport, which
1951
MERCURY
4
DOOR,
R
A
H
A
OD
(Clean
and
Priced
Right)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
1245.00
Duty
for
Training
quotas
and
re

High School, succeeding Mrs. Phyl- '
-------- t--------now makes them officially the Bus
1951 STUDEBAKER CHAMPION 4 DOOR, HAD (Small Cor, Clean) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
995.00
cruiting quotas have been slightly
lis Gardner who has resigned.
!
BORN
_____
i Willey—At Rockland, Jan. 28, under planned goals. It is now es Line pennant winners
1951 STUDE3AKER CHAMPION 2 DOOR, HAD (24,000 Miles) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1095.00
Rockland
(47>:
Brown
Lf,
(1);
The Knox County Deputy Sher- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Willey. Jr., timated that for the remainder of
Dorr Lf; Vose Rf. 9; Miller Rf; Ma
,
.
. . .u »■ . u. a daughter—Mildred Ruth (wght.
995.00
1950 CHEVROLET SPECIAL 2 DOOR, HAD (Good Rubber and Cleon) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
iffs Association met at the Knights )os 12 oz )
this fiscal year it will be possible to
honey C. 9 (1); Bird C: LaCroix Lg:
of Pythias hall in Thomaston Wed- j
•
-----------------maintain and average of 700 addi
DODGE
MEADOWBROOK
4
DOOR,
H
A
D
(2
Tone,
Low
Mileage)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
1095.00
1950
Coakley Lg. 3 (1); Glover Rg. 1 (1):
nesday night. Supper was served by j
DIED
tional enlisted personnel in a drill
745.00
1950 DODGE ROADSTER CONVERTIBLE, RAH (Sport Model) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Rundlett Rg.
the Pythian
Sisters. Cleveland I Weymouth — At Damariscotta, pay status, over the number in a
PLYMOUTH
SPECIAL
DELUXE
4
DOOR
(Like
New)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
995.00
1950
Camden
(15):
Benner
Lf.
1
(2);
Sleeper, Jr., of Rockland was guest Jan. 28, Mrs. Mary J. Weymouth, drill pay status on July 1, 1953.
Milliken Lf; Litchfield Rf, (2);
1950 BUICK ROADMASTER RIVIERA 4 DOOR (One Owner) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1295.00
speaker, having county government
In view of the large attrition ex
Barry Rf: Carr C; Dinsmore Lg, 2
1950 FORD DELUXE "8" 2 DOOR, HAD (Locally Owned) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
975.00
as his topic.
■ Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Davis pected for the remainder of this fis
-------: Funeral Home, 558 Main St., cal year, due to calls to active duty (1); Roper Lg: Talbot Rg, 2; Jack995.00
1949 DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR, R A H A Gvro. (Like New) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
The Rockland city farmwill ob- ! Rockland. Interment in Achorn and other factors, it Is estimated son Rg.
Referee: Leach.
serve its lOCth anniversaryalong ’ oenaetery in the spring,
1949
DODGE
MEADOWBROOK
4
DOOR,
HAD
(A
Good
Clean
Cor)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
945.00
that it will be necessary to assign at
Southie In Second Spot
1949 DODGE WAYFARER 2 DOOR SEDAN, RAH (Economical to Run) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
with the city, being built in 18o4. pyank a Hopkins, age 88 years, least 2000 enlisted personnel to or
845.00
Using their starting five less than
even as the Town of Rockland was ( u months, 19 days. Funeral serv- ganized units between Dec. 1, 1963
1949 PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE 4 DOOR (Dark Blue) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
845.00
in the throes of becoming the City 1 ices aere held Friday (Jan. 29) and July 1, 1954. in order to real half of tjie game. South School
1949
PLYMOUTH
SPECIAL
DELUXE
CLUB
COUPE,
RAH
(Clean
Car)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
845.00
of Rockland. There are now 12 in- ?*, tile 9™,"10’15 pvneral Home
rolled to an easy 37-14 triumph over
.
,
,
Interment will be made at the Vil- ize a net gain of 700.
1949
PONTIAC
2
DOOR,
R
A
H
A
Hyd.
(Good
Rubber,
Like
New)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
895.00
mates at the institution which is , iage cemetery’, Thomaston, in the
A recruiting program was planned hapless Owl's Head at Rockland
1949 DESOTO CUSTOM 4 DOOR, R A H (2 Tone Paint) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
895.00
under the direction of Mr. and Mrs., spring.
for the spring of 1954 to obtain re- H‘«n 8ch00‘ Thur*da-V af*rn°°n
This
win
enables
Southie
to
remain
William Murray.
1949
CADILLAC
4
DOOR,
RAH
(Come
and
See
This
One)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
1795.00
placements for active duty calls,
CARD OF THANKS
1949 HUDSON COMMODORE "8" 4 DOOR (One Owner Car) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
895.00
but a slow down In procurement in the running for second place in
There will be a well baby clinic : I wish to thank Dr. Shields. Dr.
during the first and second quar the Bus Line League with first place
■—r
„ ,« commun- |
already having been nailed down by
1948 CHEVROLET CONVERTIBLE COUPE, RAH (New Paint) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
595.00
ters of this fiscal year make it nec
ity Building with Dr. Frank Kibbe J wonderful care during my recent
675.00
Rockland Junior High.1948 CHEVROLET FLEETMASTER CLUB COUPE (Mechanically Good) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
essary
to
begin
intensive
procure

in attendance. Immunization for I illness there. Also my friends and
Russ Lunt and Gerald McCloskey
1948 OLDS 4 DOOR, R A H A Hvd. (Big Car At Low Cost) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
695.00
whooping cough, diphtheria, tetan ' neighbors for their gifts and cards. ment now. In addition to the inten got South School off ‘o a 4-0 start,
Mrs. Albra Whittington,
sive
procurement
program
to
ob

1948
PACKARD
4
DOOR,
RAH
(New
Point,
Good
Rubber)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
695.00
us and vaccination for smallpox
Vinalhaven, Maine.
13-lt tain enlisted personnel efforts are and with Russ scoring all ot his 12
1948 PONTIAC 4 DOOR SEDAN (A lot of Miles Left) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
695.00
will be given.
points in the first half, Coach Fred
being made to obtain more officers
CARD OF THANKS
1948 CHEVROLET 2 DOOR, HAD (Clean Throughout) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
695.00
Verrill's quintet built up leads of
to thank Dr. Dennison, in a drill pay status in Coast Ouard —
1948 CHRYSLER 4 DOOR SEDAN (New Point, New Motor Job) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
595.00
TOO LATE TO OLASSIFY Dr.I wish
Soule, the nurses at Knox organized units, as well as affili
Hospital.
Philip
Simmons,
Leonard
ating
in
Inter-service
training
in
FOR Sale: Circulating Heater,
That Generations r
1947 CHEVROLET CLUB COUPE (New Point, locally Owned) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
545.00
the bearers, and all
coal, wood, oil. To be moved at Sidelinger,
friends and neighbors for their pay status with Navy units.
PONTIAC
2
DOOR
SEDAN
1947
(A
Sharp
Looking
Car)
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
695.00
to Come may
Interested persons contact U. S.
CHARLES T. SMALLEY. AUMaln a! ter't^death of mv*husband
1947 DODGE CUSTOM CLUB COUPE (New Motor Job, New Paint) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
595.00
Coast
Guard
Recruiting
anytime
at
St. Tel. 128. City.
is*it
I
after
the
death
of
m
>
husband.
13*lt |
Remember
Mrs. Walter C Ladd.
1946 PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE 4 DOOR, RAH.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
450.00
14 Lisbon street, Lewiston, or on
Warren, Maine.
11-13
Friday at 7.30 p. m„ at the Ameri
IfeXXXXXV^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYO
1946 DODGE CUSTOM 4 DOOR, H A D (A Good Buy).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
495.00
can Legion Hall at Southwest Har
THE WILLOW STREET MARKET |
1946 PONTIAC 4 DOOR SEDAN, RAH.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
545.00
bor.
CONVENIENT
WILL DISCONTINUE DELIVERY
1946 FORD STATIONWAGON (Like New).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
495.00
SERVICE (After Jan. 36)

Coming Events

MID-WINTER SALE

Phone your orders In and we will
have them ready when you call.

12-13
iXXXXXXXXVWVO(\^XXXXXXXXXXV
WKKHKMBKWR

Location

1941
1941

Our funeral home's acres-

\ sibility is appreciated by "3?
' those attending the service, i

Funeral Home

PROTECTIVE PARKING FACILITIES

For social items m The CourierGazette. Phone 1044, City.
tf

Established 1830
AMBULANCE SERVICE

Ism,

TEL. 390
110 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
JsSSSSKSntSWmSMKSeMgMtStSBtMB^

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 71 YEARS
•

yaw choice a act
•ttf far year lifetime, ha
far gramaoaa « come. Wr ar
feefa yw tad today Mmfxaoa
faMOfk oar wide Mfeafea el Rack
fe Aye. fatoly nmunraa. Each ■
hacked hy
ayaed guarantee »
frar tooa rr yaor ferrrlii,

RUSSELL

MONUMENTS OF QUALITY ANO VALUE

Funeral Home

Good By Comparison

CARL M. 8TILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

RHONE 701

Maine Office-Showroom, Thomaston

1-tf

PHONE THOMASTON 175

*

Manufacturing Plant, East Union

Chester Brooks
WARREN
TEL 98
CAMDEN
TEL 2151
Kn.x-Uncoln-Wsldo Countira
w-tt

IX /

fe*«■■■. IISL

CHEVROLET
TON PICK-UP .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $ 895.00
DODGE l’/a TON SHORT WHEEL BASE-2 SPEED AXLE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
995.00
DODGE lVi TON SHORT WHEEL BASE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
895.00
CHEVROLET Vj TON PICK-UP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
795.00
DODGE 2 TON LONG WHEEL BASE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
795.00
CHEVROLET ’/a TON PICK-UP .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
495.00
MACK 2 TON SHORT WHEEL BASE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
395.00
DODGE 1'/a TON.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
495.00

Now That You Have Seen the Prices Come and See the Cars.

Don't Let

the Other Fellow Get the Car You Want.

We Are Open From 7.00 A. M. to 8.00 P. M. 7 Days a Week.

Payments To Meet Your Purse.

Locally Bank Financed.*

HAROLD C. RALPH
ROUTE 1

WALDOB'

A UTH ORITID

Dili « •

t

1951
1950
1950
1950
1949
1948
1948
1948

fa

During AN Then Yem We Hove Furnished

• CLAREMONT STREET
BOCKLAND, MAINS

245.00
195.00

TRUCKS

w

BURPEE

DODGE CUSTOM 4 DOOR SEDAN .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
NASH 4 DOOR SEDAN .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

bbsbbbk

MAINE

Rocklond Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 30, 1954

THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

UNION

WARREN

DEALS WITH ROMANCE OF

ALENA L STARRETT

ICRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD

Correspondent
Telephone 10-34

Correspondent

Telephone

LIME—A CHAMPION KILN

48

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
4 Iverttoemento Id this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
snee for
cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 1*
cento each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Flee small words to a line.
Special Notice! AU “blind ads” so called. L e„ advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrler-Gasette
office for handling, cost 25 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.

M

Mrs. Lu’a Smith who is at the
Earl Olson showed slides of Japan
home of her daughter, Mrs. Ar at the meeting of the Riverside
thur Phi’brook was a caller of her Club, held Wednesday at the home
sister at the home of H. A. Hawes, of Dr and Mrs. Judson E. Lord.
Sunday.
Mrs. Olson was special guest, also,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kailoch of of the club.
Thomaston were recent guests of
Dorcas Circle of Kings Daughters
Mrs Lza Mank
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
will meet Monday af’ernoon with
Ne classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
H. A. Haw** made a business Mrs. Albert White
keeping will be maintained for these ada
Arthur Burgess, Jr., eight year
trip
to Portland recently.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
Union High School ended its Bul old son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
aa received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gaxette. Count the Words—Five to a
wer League campaign by posting a Burgess. Sr., is recovering from
Line
68-19 victory over Warren at War- rheumatic fever.
Judy
Kinney,
eight-year-old
ren Wednesday night. The win left
Union’s league record at four and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
TO LET
TO LET
two w’hile for Warren it was their Kinney is ill.
Ralph Crockett is ill at his home.
SEVEN-Room House to let at 33 fifth straight loss.
FURNISHED three-room Apt to
The Master Mason Degree will be
In the prelim'narv game. Gerry
let. Kit-henette and b3th. heat Spring St., hot water heater, ex
cellent condition. TEL. 8833
ed. Adults only. TEL. 519-J.
Telman scored 36 points to lead the conferred on two candidates, at a
12*14 Union lassies to an 85-55 victory. special meeting of St. George
13-15
FURNISHED 3-room Apt. to le! | Phyliss Driscoll set some sort of a 1 Lodge. A. F. & A. M next Monday
AFTER Feb 1. Main St. Office
for rent. TEL. 1545
13-15 with bath. elec, refrig., elec, range.1 record for a Warren hoopster by J night. A 6.30 lobster stew supper
i steam heat, private entrance MAU- I
APT to let. four rooms and bath. I RICE McKUSIC. 67 Talbot Ave. dunking 35 points through the net J will be served.
Stove in kitchen at 17 Main St., ! Tel. 791-W
11-13 for the Tiger lassies. The 35 points , The Help One Another C rcle of
Thomaston, also three-room Apt.,
Kings Daughters will meet Monday
TWO
Room
Furnished
Light
: has not been topped by anybody j night with Mrs. Edgar Lemke.
partly heated, with stove at 610
from
Warren
In
many
moons.
housekeeping
Apartment
to
let.
$5
Main St.. Rockland. TEL. 1051-R
The Youth Rally, to be held Sun
__________________________ _13*15 per week. CALL Warren 55 days ’ From the opening whistle the boys
and Warren 59-11 nights.
11-13 game was never much of a contest day afternoon between 4 and 5 p.
SINGLE House to let. 5 Rock
POUR-Room
Modern Apart- , as Ronnie Barker had one of his m.. in the Congregational Church,
land St SHAFTER. Tel. 1002
12tf ment to let, with garage. Adults hotest nights of the year and wound Rockland, will be broadcast at that
9tf
FIVE-Room Apt. with bath to preferred. TEL. 710.
up with 18 points, despite the fact I time over the Rockland radio stalet; 11 Limerock St. TEL. 1098-J.
FURNISHED Apts, to let. North- that he only played about half of | tion WRKD. Participating ln the I
11*13 end locations. Inquare 11 JAMES
I program will be the Congregational
ltf the 32 minutes.
FOUR-Rm furn Apt. to let at ST.. In Person.
This picture portrays an abandoned kiln and kiln shed on the land
Union Jumped off to a 20-2 lead Junior Choir of Warren, directed by
32 Beech St. TEL. 1328 or 426
>f Dunn and Elliot. This was one of the abandoned kilns, the best, of
HEATED and unheated furn
lltf Apts. to let. V F STUDLEY 77 in the first period, increased this to Mrs. Roland Berry, Young people Burgess O'Brien ar.d Company. J? held the record of burning the most
45-10 and 53-13 by the end of the of the Baptist Church to be on the lime of anv wood-burning kiln in a slated time herebaouts. The lime
Dork St
Tris 8060 and 1234
next two quarters, and walked off program will include, tMe call to from such kilns has never been surpassed. Grand old kiln with its 1896
the floor at the final buzzer ahead worship by Miss June Stimpson. record still recorded in big letters on a beam in the kiln shed. The shed
REAL ESTATE
is now used by Dunn and Elliot as a garage for their large trucks.
USED Traotors Just Received,
68-19. Every Union player but one and the invocation by Miss Jane
for sale: 1943 Ford with half
Pendleton. Mrs. Charles Kigel and
The former Malcolm Seavey Co. entered the scoring column.
By F. L. S. Morse
the late Carrie Morse Thomas.
tracks. 1946 Pord with tracks. 1946 Property, building and 485 feet of
In the early days al! the rock was
Arunah Robbins had several large
Union (68i: Barker Lf. 9: E. Ja Mrs. Fred Perkins. Jr., will assist
John Deere LA.. 1949 Pord with land, on Georges River, in Thom
half-tracks and Wagner Loader, aston. Price $1200 or will trade for cobs Lf, 1; Austin Rf, 5; Calder with the transportation
burned in the old-fashioned kilns, kilns at Morse’s Corner on the lot
plows and mower; and 1952 John a small lobster boat give or take wood Rf. 5 (1); Marriner Rf:
Rev. Curtis Cady Busby will at as the so-called patent kilns of to of my childhood home. This was in
Deere MC with blade, an excellent the difference. HAROLD V. SEA
tend
the three day convocation at day did not exist.
Creamer
C.
3;
Gordon
C.
3;
Dough

1813 and thereafter. I have been
crawler (just 350 hrs); 1950 John VEY, owner, 420 Boylston St., Bos
the Bangor Theological Seminary
There
are
no
truly
old-fashioned
Deere MT very good. 1946 John ton, Mass.
ty
Lg.
3:
Collins
Lg.
1;
Athearne
told
that Boaz Brown burned lime
12*15
Deere B. 1945 John Deere L with
in Bangor, which starts Monday. He kilns today that I know about. The but where I do not know. To this
Attention. GI's: It is possible for Rg, 1; Williams Rg, 1; W. Jacobs
Marter. 1951 Massev-Harris Pony.
will motor to Bangor with Rev. last one was built and owned by S. day the remains of old kilns may
1945 Farmall A. 1944 Farmall BN you to buy a 2-dwelling house un Rg. 1 (1).
of Farmington. Fessenden Allen. (Known as Fez). be found in fields and pastures of
Warren (19i: Waters Lf, 1; Pea Linwood Potter
with 2-iway plow, and 1936 John der Guaranteed Loan Plan.
Attention. Home Owners: Those body Rf, 3; Overlock Rf, 2 (1); Col New Hampshire.
Deere B W S PILLSBURY &
This was not far from the western which nothing is known.
of you who are planning to sell
SON. Waterville. Tel. 613.
There will be no meeting of the bank of Mill River near the end of
burn C, 1; Gammon Lg. (2); PayDexter S. Morse of Dexter street
this
spring
should
list
your
prop

13-6-16
Warren Teen Agers Monday night Fish street. It was in use after 1890 who attained the greatest age of
now. Because of our adver- : son Rg. (2).
' PRESSED Hay for sale? W L. erty
An all day meeting of the Baptist and after the last kiln of lime had any of his clan in Thomaston, once
Using program both in and out of!
OXTON, West Rockport.
Tel. state, we would appreciate early j Referee: Dearborn.
Ladies' Mission Circle will be held been burned.
Allen's grandsons told me that when his father, the
Camden 8011.
__
listings in order to do the best job
at the home of Mrs. Leroy Nor Ralph and Frank Richards cut the first John Dexter Morse burned a
FOUR-Ft. Hard Wood for sale, possible for you.
APPLETON
wood. Wednesday. Squares for baby wood for another burning but this kiln of lime, he would allow Henry
dry and green. TEL. 1576-W2.
We have one duplex and one i
13*15 2-apartment house for sale at j At the Appleton Baptist Church. quilts will be .pieced.
wood rotted where it lay down by or Daniel or Dexter, his boys to
ONE Set of Weed Bar reinforced $7500 each. With a reasonable | Morning Worship Service begins at
The Baptist Men’s Forum will the river.
have little old-fashioned kilns of
down
payment
financing
can
be
1
11.00 o'clock. The topic for the meet Thursday night, speaker to be
Tire Chains for sale, fits 600-17 or
The kiln shed was blown down on their own and to send their lime
650-16 tires. Used once. $6. PHONE arranged These are both at the morning is, “The Need For Mis announced. Special music will In
Nov. 9. 1990. A sudden gust of wind with their father's by schooner to
178-M
_13-lt Southend near the South School sions". Sunday School for all ages
and stores. They represent a good
clude selections by the quartet took it the same or a similar breeze Boston or elsewhere.
HOUSEHOLD Furnishings for opportunity for you to own prop is held during the hour preceding
■ale at Gregory house. 54 No. Main erty that will pay for itself. Both morning worship. At 7.30 Sunday Roger Teague. Harry Sued, Ray to that which blew down the barn
David Gay. who lived on the Old
6t., on Saturday. TEL. 987-R.
I of these have to be shown by ap evening a special Men’s Night ser mond Pendleton, Sr., and Rev of John and Walter Stackpole on Thomaston Road or the Marsh
12*13 pointment.
Bruce Cummings.
the same day. Chimneys were blown | Road as it had been called and east
STANDARD KMM~Royal Type
Southend: 3-room House with vice will be held. The topic is,
Mrs. Phillip Simmons will enter
writer for sale; 14" carriage, elite flush and new septic tank. All ‘A Hunting Story from the Bible." tain the Club of the Four Ways on down and a lot of damage done in of Buttermilk Lane was the first to
the town on that day
send lime from the Shore Village,
type.
ROCKLAND LOAN AND ' plumbing is new copper tubing.
Thursday evening prayer meeting
BUILDING ASS'N.
12-14 . Insulated. Nice lot in very good is at 7.30 p. m. and our topic of Tuesday.
To learn what I could about these i The ancient name for Rockland)
I neighborhood, $2500.
Rev. Bruce P. Cummings has beer old fashioned kilns, I paid a short to New York. This was while he
BUSINESS-OPPORTUNITY
Southend: 5-room House with
elected president of the Knox Ooun- visit to Ralph Richards in his cot lived at the Village. He later moved
In fast growing Waldoboro. New
REAL ESTATE
Servioe Shop, cement foundation, garage, white sink with city water.
ty Evangelical Ministerial Associa tage at the foot of a little valley in back to the Marsh.
basement heat. Also a warehouse Near South School, $1700.
tion.
Central. West: 6-room house on
Cushing, not far from Hathorne's
Capt. John Dexter, a brother of
AN EXCEPTIONAL HOME
or ptrall factory building, also
Mrs. Belle Maxey has been sub Point. The gully Is shut in on two Lavinia Wheaton
Completely modern custom-built
basement heat. Very low price for spacious lot not too close to town.
and Freelove
Hot
air
oy
furnace,
modern
bath
ranch-type Home. In fine residen- stituting the past few days, as sides by hills and opens on the wa Morse, was the first to carry regu
both. A. D. GRAY, Waldoboro
and
kitchen,
sunny
rooms.
Newly
‘lal section of Rockland, with well
Tel. TE2-5270
__________ 12-14
painted and shing.ed. New garage. appointed living room, nice large teacher of grades seven and eight ter of an almost landlocked cove. A lar cargoes from the Shore to Bos
LADIES' Dresses, tan wool ga Cellar under whole house, $9300.
fireplaoe (heatalator) and natural Warren schools, while Principal stream, crystal clear, and not more ton. Those cargoes must have con
bardine Suit, sizes 20*4. for sale.
Northend: 5-room House. In ex
Vernon Jordan, has been 111.
than a yard wide runs past the sisted mostly of lime. In those days
Good quality and condition. Ex cellent condition, just right for 2 wood paneling. Easy to work in,
Charles Mead has returned tc house into the water. In this ro the captains of the schooners would
cellent buy for business woman, people. If you have $2500, finan stream lined kitchen with abund
ance
of
cabinets
and
counter
space.
a’so cottons, including sun dresses. cing can be arranged through FBA.
Rochester. N .Y.. aft"r passing a mantic spot Ralph and his brother sell the lime after the schooners ar
Three well planned bedrooms
TEL. 429-W
12*14 Cali for appointment. $9000.
(large master and two of average few days here with his sisters, Mrs both boyhood friends of mine rived at the destined port, either as
Northend. 2 apartment House, size), tiled bathroom with shower. Walter C. Ladd, and Miss Frances
BOY'S Bike for sale 24-inch
talked about the last old-fashioned owner or agent. Sometimes the
wheels, price $10. PHONE Rock. newly painted and in good general Full concrete heated basement has Mead.
kiln.
owner accompanied the captain.
692 or Thom. 82.
12*14 repair. Oil heat for both apart laundry area, additional bathroom
ments.
Near stores, bus, and with shower and plenty of space
Church Notices
Later I talked with Harvey But
All of our townsmen have heard
- '■LUCKY" good singing Canary, school,
$6500
for game room. The home is
Rev. Bruce P Cummings will have ler, one of a few surviving rock hew Capt. Simon Shibles once took
in second year, $750 for sale. Can
Northend:
5-room
House,
newly
heated
by
forced
hot
water
(oil)
be seen at MRS. CHARLES
for his sermon topics Sunday at the teamsters. I knew of only six. He a cargo of lime to Washington a new
A. SWIFT'S 9 Booker St.. Thomas painted and in good general repair. and In addition to being com Baptist Church, the following, at
told me that his first rock-hauling and untried market. Not being able
ton. Tel. 374. Bring your own Oil heat for both apartments. Near pletely insulated, has overall com
bination aluminum storm windows. 10 a. m.. "The Positive Life." and was to an old fashioned kiln.
to sell it in expected channels he
cage.
12*14 . stores, bus. and school, $6500.
Northend: Duplex. In sight of
AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
at 7 p. m„ "A Solitary Throne.”
As I understand it. these, there went up to the White House and
_K7E BoaT for-sale, 18 ft. Al! new North School. South side
See
The sermon theme Sunday morn were three arches one at the front sold it to President Andrew Jackson
ready to go. Sails Included $35 completely renovated. 6 rooms, new
DON HENRY,
McLAIN SHOE STORE, Rockland modern bath with shower, electric
ing at the Congregational Church end, and a smaller arch on either by sheer force of elequence. Any
Real E3tate—Insurance
11-13 hot wiatcr heater, plumbing all new 99 Park St..
Rockland. Me. will be. "That Thy Youth Be Re side. These were bricked or stoned body who could sell old Hickory
SIMPLEX 16 mm. Movie Projec copper tubing, good cellar, roof 2 ____________________________ 12-14 newed."
over at the entraneq. Sometimes something he didn't want was cer
tor. good condition, one film in years old, economical to heat.
HOUSE and Garage at West End
there would be a smal'er arch built ■ tainly some salesman.
cluded. Price $50 R S JORDAN. North side has 5 rooms, flush. Gen Thomaston for sale. Four rooms,
6 Kelley Lane, city
11*14 eral condition of entire structure sun porch, shed and flush on first discussion is the book of Revelation up within the big arch and taken
The lime business, like all others,
very good. If you have $2000 and
WOOD Lot on Beechwood street good credit references, we can floor, four bedrooms and full bath This week we will meet at the home out at each burning. Wood was put had its ups and downs. About 1821.
for sale. H. VTNAL, Tel Thomas finance this. Total cost $6000. This on second floor. Plenty of land. of Maynard Brown.
in through these arches after the when there were kilns from one
ton 300 or 57-11.
11*13 is an outstanding value.
H. VINAL. Tel. Thomaston. 300
The Rev. Donald J. Ryder ael- fires were started. First a lot of end of the town to the other, from
or
57-11.
11*13
FOUR White China Cleese and
Owl's Head: Compact 5-room
comes all to attend the services of wood was piled up for the fire. Then Woodcocks near Pumpkin Hill to
Gander for sale, priced right. House with broad view of water.
the church.
the rock was piled upon and over Ulmer and Gays, at the Shore be
MAYNARD LEACH Tel. WarTen Insulated; fine cellar. Oil fur
EGGS & CHICKS
145-2
11-13 nace, electric hot water heater,
the wood as the wood burned out, sides those at Owl’s Head and the
If
it's
true
that
we
get
out
of
BABY Chicks: We have recently
new wood was put in from the en “Gig" lime prices became low and
WE have a few cords of nice dry- very modern hath. Will GI. $6500
Rockville: 5-room House with added 15,000 egg capacity to our life what we put into lt, some will trances. After the kiln had burned
wood left. C. R WALLACE &
the bad conditions were made worse
hot
air
furnace,
full
bath.
Plumb

get
out
of
it
quickly.
hatchery to help meet the gTeat
BON Tel. Warren 55.___ U-13
a
week
or
more
the
fires
were
al

by
underselling by some overzealous
ing all new copper tubing. $2500
increase in demand for our chicks.
AKC Registered Scottie Puppies
Newcastle: Lincoln Terrace Inn i
lowed to burn out. and the lime was burner. So a project was formed
for sale
MARION PODKOWA. Route 1. House and annex have A lew more orders for our sex-link
taken out. This was called “Drawing to keep prices up to moderate the
Cali Warren 55 days, Warren 59-11 17 bedrooms, 2 dining rooms, office pullets can be accepted for last
CALSO
the kiln.” A number of men and dangers from competition. To quote
nights.___________________ 11-13 and da ’ring rooms, kitchen, bath of February. March and April
Cockerels available anytime at 5c
RANGE - FUEL
considerable liquor were supposed to from Cyrus Eaton; "mutual obliga
MAPLE BreakTast Set tor sale. rooms, store rooms, etc. About 2 White Rocks, straight run 16c.
325; 'Antique Finish, Oak Dining acres of land New steam heating No tremors ln our chicks during 14
be a necessity for this work in the tion was entered by tlie producers
MARITIME OIL CO.
Room Table and 4 chairs $25; furnace; equipped with silver, years in business Sold out o”
old days. It must have been very not to undersell each other nor have
TEL. 1371
All black Dullets until Feb. 20 WIL
Beautiful China Closet, $35: Mapie linen, dishes, furnishings.
66-tf hot. hard work The most primitive more then one kiln of it (lime) on
Chair $8: 2 dining room Sets 20 ready to operate. This represents MOT DOW HATCHERY. Waldo
type was nearly always built on a hand at one time—each kiln as soon
and $50; What-not $12; Book-case. an unusual opportunity for a tour boro Tel 81-2
152-18
$8; Hall Table $6; Long Parlor ist business and dining room open
hill side.
as put p in casks and inspected.
Table $6; set of Dishes, $15; and the year round Owner selling for
It would be impossible to obtain The scheme worked well for a time
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED
other articles for sale. ELSIE J reasons of health. $20,000. This is
a complete list of the old-fashioned and brought the price up to $1.50
really priced right and responsible
WALLACE. Tel. Warren 55.
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS’
TEAM or Tractor to yard wood
______________________
11-13 people will find no trouble arrang
kilns even of all that existed at any and even $1.75 but like all plans for
Send
five
questions.
$1.00
sttmped
13*15
financing. Shown by appoint wanted. CALL 1576-W2.
WHITE
Enamel
Oil-burning ing
envelope REV RUTH MATHIAS one time. Cyrus Eaton writes that sustaining artificial prices lt was
ment.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Kitchen Range, elec pump and oil
advisor, 827 Broadway. Everett. there were 35 in 1794. There were evaded in one way or another and
JAMES S. COUSENS.
Due to a re-organization of our Mass Full page reading enclosed
barren for sale. TEL. 1174-R.
many kiln owners. The majority of soon abandoned.” On page 322 of
Licensed
Rea]
Estate
Broker,
business.
an
unusual
opportunity
11*13
153-S-tf
j 170 Maverick Street,
Tel. 1538 has arisen for a man and his son Prompt reply_____
owners had one kiln. Some had two. his history Eaton quotes John Bird
FOR SALE
___________________ 13-lt to sub-lease and operate a good
three or four. Later as the so-called Esq., in the above statements.
FOR the best Aluminum Com
Motor Tune Up. General Re
IN Friendship Village. 8 room business. Some automotive and
bination Storm Doors and Screens,
patent kilns, which had grates and
By the year 1828 there were 160
merchandising knowledge would be pair Work, Electric and Acetylene
’
House
for
sale,
central
hot
water
and Aluminum Combination Win
Welding. Tires. Tubes and Ac
were in permanent square or circu kilns according to a statement of
helpful.
TEL.
Rockland
1635
for
I
heating.
Barn
and
garage,
nearly
dows, on the market at any price.
appointment.
12-14 cessories. Regular and Premium
lar walls, the business came into Hezekiah Prince and an article in
Cash or terms.
E.T. LONG, 113 ; an acre of land. DR. RICHARD
Gasoline. Diesel Fuel.
!
WATERMAN
_______
129t,f
the hands of a few firms. It wa* the Thomaston Register, which was
A
TEAMSTER
and
2
men
wantCamden at. Tel. 1503.
4tf
Experienced Men On Both
er to work ln saw mill. Lot in So.
this way in the Nineties as I first quoted to some length by Eaton.
Repair Work and Welding.
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil
Bristol. Contact H N MILLER
Management
Sales
ROLAND A. GENTHNER. Inc
remember.
and Gaa Range for sale. MeDOON
Of these 160 kilns 12 were on the
•
& SON, Belfast. Tel. 779-W5.
26 New County Rd.
Rockland
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY. 11
CHARLES L BICKNELL, II
The first kilns that I know of in Western side of Mill River below
____________________________
9-14
George W. Gay. Manager
Part 8t._________________ 142tf
Real Estate Broker
my part of the town were those of the bridge five on 8t. Georges below
CLAMS wanted. Top prices.
Sales and Service
ALUMINUM Combination Storm
SIMS' LOBSTER POUND. Spruce
William Dawes on the present Har Mill River, three above between the
TELEPHONE 1647
Tel. 336
ltf
Windows, for sale Eagle picher. 88 SUMMER ST.
128tl
ROCKLAND Head.
vey Butler's home sit. In 1817 these bridge and Tillsons, five at Fort
triple slide, self storing Guaran
Rental*
Appraisal*
IF you want the beet auto body
teed bv Good Housekeeping. HOWwere sold with the Dawes farm to Wharf.
Listings Wanted Anywhere In
^miommM^xxxxxxxvkxxxxw
and fender work, come to ROWL
AREL KENNISTON. 28 Gay St. Tel.
my great grandfather, James Morse.
Three at Foster's Wharf, three st
Knox Connty
ING'S OARAGE 778 Main Street,
441-J____________________ 118tf
FEAST SPECIALS
£ Sr., and later he had a partner Oleason's. one back of Eaton's, six
Rockland
47tt $
BABY Parrakeets. Full line of
Joshua Allen. John Stackpole of on Green’s Wharf, three at
IRON. Steel. Metal. Rags and ^Western Beef Sirloin Steak. 95.
parrakeet foods and mineral
South Thomaston an ancestor of Dr Woodcock's. There were also kilns
health grit. GRACE’S OARDEN8,
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
JAMES S. COUSENS
Lucy Spear had kilns on his land in Rockland both at the Meadows
Mrs. Charles A- Swift, I Booker
DON * SON. • Leland St. Tel.
Roast Turkey, 95c
123-W_______________________ 96tf
Bt Thomaston. Tel 374.
77tf
Licensed Real Estate Broker
where the Rifle Range is seen. La and at the shore.
At Bab's Lunch or
Y»»tlxn Blinds Window Shades
Business Opportnnltles
DONT discard your old or
ter Luther Hersey had these. HerThe Thomaston map of 1855
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
All Colors and Styles
Cottages, Lets and Dwelling!
Bob's Restaurant
sey has no descendents ln town. He showed that Fales and Vose had
Free Installation and estimates 176 MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538 NEWMAN for restoring and rewas an ancestor of Mrs. Jane Wall two kilns at Beechwoods. I believe
TeL Ml, UNITED HOME SUPPLY
finishing; «■ Masonic St.
Tel. ________
7-tfg ol Roosevelt, N. Y, a daughter of the Vose was grandfather of Alex
ICO, 978 Main St., City.
ltf
1106-M
ltf taaaniOMNoaMaNomNwi

FOR SALE

tf

i

i

father was the one and only total
ahatainer ln the community, tout he
had to provide the booee, lf he waa
to have his kiln drawn. On thia day
lt was planned for the partners and
crew to have a chicken dinner with

ander Mayo. Ths kilns were not tar
from the Mayo home. J. Levenseller
had two kilns by the ice dam. Rob
inson and Oo„ had two kilns to the
North East of the Beechwoods
quarry. East of Mill River, Dodge
Healey had one kiln, J. C. Llnscott
i one kiln. William Stackpole. two
kilns. James Morse, one kiln. WaahI ington Robbins, one kiln, Barnabas
i Webb three kilns.
West of Mill River, Rowland Ja
cobs had two kilns, Merritt Auster.
one kiln. Morse and Farrand two
kilns. (Daniel Morse and Franklin
Farrand. father of the late Austen
Farrand, whom many remember.)
At the foot of Knox street. X.
Robinson had three kilns. Near
Brown's shipyard were three kilns,
probably Brown's (The Watson's
Point Browns I O'Brien and Watts
had four kilns. This makes 32 kilns
shown on this map.
i It is not probable that these va
rious sources show a very accurate
pjeture of the lime industry in the
old days of rugged individualism.
Old sheds show evidence of still
other kilns. Doctors, lawyers, tav
ern keepers and farmers by the
score had old fashioned kilns as a
side line.
Perez Tiison had kilns on Fish
street near the town landing at an

the Morses.
•
Great grandmother had the ta
bles set and the chickens well
cooked but the men were late. She
had already begun to fret when an
old wanderer, one Hatevil C. who
was generally referred to as “Old
Hate” appeared at the door. “Well,
Mis Morse." he said. “I smell a fine
dinner.”
“Yea," said Great grandmother,
“Mr. Allen and all the men are com
ing to eat with my husband. They
are drawing the kiln today."
"Oh, there is seme mistake said
Hate,” “I saw them all going in to
Mr. Allen’s, Mr Morse and all of
them” and he named them all over
without a mistake as he was able
to do. having stopped at the kiln a
short time before.
The lady didn’t know whether to
believe this or not, but as time
passed, and nobody came, and with
Hate’s unedifying conversation the
time may have seemed even longer
than it otherwise would have,
seemed, she weakened. Finally,
convinced that he had spoken truly
she brought out a chicken and
served him a generous portion with
all the fixings and left the roam.
Hearing tlie outside door open a
tew minutes later, she came into tne
room to meet her husband and his
guests. Hate had not only eaten his
serving, but had been at work on
the chicken and left it in a condi
tion such that nobody would care
for lt. Great grandmother explained
what had happened and wept.
Great grandfather did not weep,
but when Hate looked up with a
grin and made the inelegant re
mark, "There's no ripping of guts
Mr Morse" he seized the old scoun
drel by the shoulders, and with a
reply equally laconic and only a
shade less quotable, assisted him out
the door with the toe of his boot.
While this was not altogether po
lite, it was more humane for him
to administer the punishment than
to have left him be dealt with by
the younger and larger fellows
whose spirits had been buoyed up
by liberal potations of New Eng
land rum.
■

early date.

My boyhood recollections ot kilns
were all of the patent kilns, which
came to burn coal later. J. A
Creighton and Co., did continue tr
burn wood after the others had
changed and continued to produce
a superior quality of lime. In my
house are some original ceilings put
up when the house was built in
1823. while later ceilings have been
jarred loose by ^he. blasting in lime
quarries. An artesian well in the
negihborhood is said to enter the
ledge 45 feet below the surface, but
we certainly get the jar from the
quarry blasts.
The kilns that I remember best
are those of Burgess and O’Brien
and Co., where I often went with
my father who owned part of a
quarry with the firm, or rather it
was owned by Grandmother Morse,
and the J. O. Cushing Co's., where I
sometimes went with my greatuncle, who operated quarries for
that firm. He was Lathley R Ni
chols. an one-armed man who drove
old Puss a sorrel mare. Uncle always
spoke of going down to At’s store,
because Atwood Levenseller was a
member of the firm. We all remem
ber the J. A. Creighton company.
John and Charles, sons of Capt.
James A. Creighton carried on the
business long after the other firms
had sold to the “Syndicate.” as we
called the Rockland, Rockport Lime
Company.

I can remember the high plat
forms around the kilns and how the
rock wagons, drawn by two or four
horses were drawn up ovex a bridge
or ramp in the good old days.

’
In regard to the destruction of Fey
and Mrs. Edgar Lemke, and Mrs.
Allen kilnshed in Thomaston, The
j Courier Gazette of a preceding week
‘ stated that some boys were playing
: there a few minutees before the
j shed was blown down. Ernest
Gray, former deputy sheriff, was
one. I believe he said that Jam
, Allen and one of his brothers and
j one of the Shaw boys, either May
nard or Clarence, had been there
as well.
Answer to Previous Pussle

A Free Dinner
In the old days before 1825 when
my grandfather and Joshua Allen
had old fashioned kilns, down the
road which kilns had been built by
William Mears Dawes years be
fore, the partners were busy one
day drawing a kiln. This was an
elaborate process as the kiln had
to be practically taken down and a
goodly number of men assembled
To fortify themselves for this hot
task, the men demanded a lot of
liquor on the job. Great grand-
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HORIZONTAL
1-Permeate
9-Nest of an eagle
10-Ascended
12- Leisurely walk
13- T rimmer
15-Rifde build'ng
10-Plans
•
18-Edge of anything
20-Obl iterates
22-King of the Huns
24— C becks
25- Open (Poet.)
27- Piece of bed linen
28- Eagle
29- Stop (Naut.)
31- Scottish language
32- Earnestness
3 3-A Hebrew month
36- Pass through
37- Relieve

41-Openings in the skin

43- Little

girl

44- Thinker
45- Moves

; HORIZONTAL (Cont.
43-Greek geddess of
the dawn
!49- Answered
52-Rom^n goddess of
agriculture
j53-Withdraw from
act on
55-Seas
•57-Graze past

58- Savory
59- Large animal (pi.)

VERTICAL

1- By
2- Gnaws away

3- City in N. E. Ohio
4- A fish (pi.)

5- Resounded
6- Space for combat
7- Browne bread
8- Superlative suffix
•-Gain

11- More like an eel
12- More certain

easily
14-Annoys
47-An advertising sheet 15- ln thia place

VERTICAL (Cont.)
,17-Cand d
19-Top of the head
21-Scoffed
23-A Greek hero of
Attica (Myth.)
25- Enclosed chamber*
for cooking
26- Serfs
:29-Grow old
!30-Terrltory (abbr.)
• 33-Altar end of a church
34- Sorrow (Poet.)
35- Ascends
38- To astonish
(Archaic)
39- Percolates
40- Make* a mistake
42-Continued story
44-Retiring
46- Wait upon
47- A nut
50- Peek

51- Smali particle
54-Deflnit*» article
56-American Temper*
ance Society (abbrJ
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
4-H Sheep Club

Is This Your Farm Or Your Neighbors Place?

Divides Into
Tommy Newbert is president of
the new boys 4-H club in Thomas
ton led by Mrs. Rae Newbert. Other
officers elected are Vice President
Philip Seekins, Secretary Tommy
Littlefield, and Treasurer Warren
Peterson.
The boys are taking the Foods
Preparation project this winter and
plan outdoor projects through the '
summer.
(amden

Mt. Eattie girls met at the home
of the leader. Mrs. Elizabeth Megquier after school Jan. 18. The
foods members did a judging con
test on breakfast menus.
The
clothing girls set in a sleeve the
correct way.
The Camden-Rockport C of C
sheep club met with Janice Nash
Jan. 15.
The members of the club voted
to separate ihto two c’ bs w’th Mrs
Gwendolyn Norwood Brodis as lead
er of the group in Lincolnville and
Mrs. Maurice Nash assisted by Mrs.
Laurence Nash to lead the Cam
den group.
Richard Nash is pres* dent of the
Camden group; Ruth Young, sec
retary; Bruce Barter, treasurer:
Janice Nash, vice president and
Gary 8imonton. flag bearer.

Number 15 in the series of Coastal Area farms pub'isbed
last Saturdav, was that of Mrs. Parker Young whose farm is
on Route 137 between Lincolnville Center and Belfast, a short
distance from Ihe Center.
The establishment shown above is number 16 in the series.
While there are three hones showing In the picture, it is the
poultry farm which is the oicture subject. An 11 x 14 picture
of the place is waiting for the owner, just as soon as he iden
tifies it at the office of The Courier-Gazette.
Mrs. Young’s farm is operated by her daughter and sonin-law. Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Lolloway, who have been or. the
place about 12 years.

North Nobleboro

Wayne Brown of the Busy Farm
ers 4-H club in North Nobleboro is
winner of the identification contest
held recently at the home oi the
Leader Herbert Spear
The boys in the club had instruc
tion in naming the parts of a cow.
A chart was given each boy to FOOD VALUE OF MILK IS OUTLINED
name 44 parts of a cow and Wayne
Brown succeeded in naming all 44 BY HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT j
parts.
This doesn’t mean that milk isn’t
Other members of the club are: Dear Homemaker:
Milk has been called "Nature's always a good buy, for it is. Milk
Robert Spear, Wayne Little, Cecil
Cunningham, Richard Cunningham, food,” “the perfect food," “the supplies so many nutrients that it
Peter Spear and Douglas Baldwin. complete food.” and you’ll notice iu would be difficult to find an ex
West Rockport
a'l these names for milk, it’s called cuse for not serving it.
You
Amateur Farmers held a meeting, a food, not a drink or a beverage
get an inexpensive source of pro
right after school Friday at the
And that’s because milk does con tein and calcium when you buy
home of the leader Mrs. Marion
tain all the nutritive qua’ity of milk, and large seasonal supplies
Salminen.
or not. you need to keep milk on
Carole Lunden is winner of the food, and then some. You receive
your shopping list at all times of
Judging contest
on 'Breakfast protein, fat. large amounts of cal
the year.
Menus" held at the last meeting of cium and riboflavin, more in milk
When you think of babies and
the "Singing Sewing Girls". Other
as far as nutrients are concerned
young children, you often think of
members of tlie ciub are; Frances
Winslow. Linda Winslow . Sally than in some of the more solid milk as one of their main foods
Pryor, Norma Lermcnd. Martha items we consider as tood.
When you think of grandmother
So. here we have increasing sup
Salminen and Marieta Erickson
do you think of milk as an im
plies
and
lower
prices
coming
of
Mrs. Helen Lunden is leader.
You
a food that is good for the whole portant food for her?
hould. you know, because milk ts
family.
Central Maine Livestock Auction
Consumers consider milk a year one of those foods that is needed
EVERY MONDAY, 2 P. M.
’round
commodity, and they’re by the body for the who'e of life.
RANDOLPH. ME.
right. Milk is available in all sea 4s people grow older, their bones
For trucking call Earl Titus,
sons of the year. But milk still become more brittle and milk is
Rockland 406-M
has a season—a season when it’s food that can help those brittle
8. C. ENGLISH - Belfast, Me.
Broken
Auctioneer A Sales Mgr.
more plentiful and therefore less bones become less so.
155-S-tf expensive.
bones heal readily in a young child.

IBTHMORC
A TOP-NOTCH STARTER AND BROILER RATION

AT A LOW, LOW PRICE

Wirthmore Complete Chick Starter
For Broilers and Replacements

A complete, revitalized ration for 1954, yet still
moderately priced.

Available in medicated form with both

Sulfaquinoxaline and Arson.

See your nearest Wirthmore dealer today.
BURNHEIMER, No. Waldoboro, Maine

I. E. PERRY, Warren, Maine

RANKIN

rioter of a

Corner

Two Town Groups

VICTOR V.

County Agent's

GRAIN

CO., Camden, Maine

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.

Rockland, Maine

THOMASTON FARMERS UNION, Thomaston, Me.
10-S-16

Dear Farmer:
It’s been a long time since you
have seen one of these columns.
Hope that they will again be regu
lar and thanks for several of you
noting their abeer.ee.
In recent days. I've come across
. two people who have been injured
wii.ie working in the woods. Farm
acclotat* are all too common and
I hope that you wili each do your
tic to cu'. them down.
Bo’h of these accidents had a bit
oi the foolishness about them as
both men will willingly admit. One
went into the woods alone and
could have been seriously hurt
| v : htu. aid near him. The other
1 jixst pulled a quick trick without
sopping to think.
Let’s make sure that our equip
ment is in A-l shape, so that it
w uldn't let us down; our farms
ate cleaned up so we won’t tZp.
um.ble. or jumble. Now. while
whiter is here is the time ic do
this work.
Sure enjoyed the Christmas tree
meetings. Had a lot of fun bestd s learning a lot how to manaye Chrk-tma- tree stands. Still
think Den Ames came all the way
I frm Aina more to see the Here1 ford's than the Christmas trees.
Winter meetings are well under
way. Watch the papers and your
mail to see when meetings will be
i held, that may interest you.
Sincerely,
Gi bert Jaeger,
County Agent

own

dlcation of better prices sometime
this spring.
Once a man gets started he needs
to build up a financial backlog to
tide over the low markets. One
can get awful hungry if he hits a
low market with nothing in the
bark The grain dealer may be
w'llin= 10 ?° along ori credit but
he is not going to feed the family.
is sometimes disastrous
Perhans the safest way to run as
growers have found during the lew M independ€nt is to onerate on a
market cf the past several weeks
schedule with chicks ofdered way
There is litt’e question but that! ahead This means that birds go to
some dressing plant operators feel market at say 11 weeks and a new
flock of chicks gees under the
the squeeze too. but they handle
brooders a week cr two later. This
large numbers of flocks and are of method enables one to take ad
ten skilled ln riding a rr'.s s.
vantage of the law of averages.
One of the big pitfalls that can Apparently the overall profit will
‘rap an operator is the idea that give the grower a fa r prefit if he
It is smart to held a flo-k for a raises enough birds, generally
rise in price. It is somewhat like more than the penny a week. This
outguessing the stock market, and A assu .ng that management is
the real student of trends is most O K Like any rule there can be
often the winner. I hear the re exceptions. It is possible to have
mark that it is safe to hold because an unavoidable disease outbreak
The farm has been in the Young family about 511 years,
the market has hit bottom. One coupled with a low market and that
but was settled upwards of 205 years ago by Nathan Knight,
time I was offered 28 cents for Is a bad combination, the kind that
whose first home was a log cabin. A great grandson of the
original settler Arne Knight, lives on the adjo’ning farm.
roasters. I told the buyer that I can put a man right out of business,
There are 22 head of eattie on the farm, divided between
thought the market had hit bottom But one can have a similar comGuernsevs and Holsteins with their product going to Hood,
and the only was was up. Two days bination in any kind of a business
in addition, Mrs. Young and the young couple operate a flock
of 2,370 Rhode island Red layers.
later I sold at 26 and in a week the ' and If he works for hire misfortune
Mrs. Young is a member of Tranquility Grange ard the
market was 24
j can strike him too.
Extension V ociat’nn while Mr. llollowav is active in Exten
I came Into Thanksgiving week
Let's forget the idea that the
sion Association affairs.
this past year with roasters ready to broiler business is Just a big gamPhoto by Jura
go but no market at any price, i ble. The boys who are staying with
i They were heading for six pounds it year after year and show every
.md drinking milk in maturity can
JEFFERSON AND ALNA GIRLS WIN
: and I mulled ever the idea of napo- (sign of being prosperous are not
help bones heal more rapidly then,
netting them so as to hold until j just the lucky ones. To be sure
too."
4-H PUREBRED HEIFERS; EIGHT
; the Christmas market.
As far as they have the right comb nation.
The nutrients in milk help other
I could figure, my only chance cf They know how to handle their
functions of the body. too. Their BOYS ALSO RECEIVE ANIMALS
1 winning was a rising market. I sold b’rds and they make a study of
value ln tooth formation needs no
Marjorie Smith. daurh’fr of Mr. that all animals will be ready for the next day after Thanksgiving market conditions. They do not
description, but did you knew that
the calcium in milk aids the clot- j and Mrs..Ernest Smith of Jefferson thp bovs and girls to take to their at 28 and I have been hippy ever try to squeeze out an extra penny
since. I have heard of some in a pound by holding their birds on
tii'.g ability of the blood? Ca cium and Ann Carleton, daughter of Mr. respective homes
stances where caponetting was tried a vrak market. But they often
also help- to keep the muscles and and Mrs Frank Carleton of Aina
Last Year's Members
make an extra penny or two on
n..rves in good condition.
Ann Ludwig of Hopeful Home and proved a very expensive idea
are the two girls seleted by the
One sad story on a fall’ng mar quality. When the market is poor
Another nutrient in milk that 4-H Dairy Foundation committee in makers 4-H Club and Gail Rogers
helps the whole family's health is Knox-Oounty C'un'ies to receive of North Whitefielu Busy Be s were ket is that you can’t a’wais sell ( their birds go at the best prices posriboflavin. This member of the their pure-bred heifers th’s s ring. the two girls sele:ted last year and when you want to The market j sible. while buyers tell the others
of the day may be 25 but if that that they will have to wait and
B-vitatnin family is necessary for
Eight boys were also sele ted as whose heifers are now approxi
general good health ar.d for good follows: Lincoln Hawes, sou of Mr. mately one ar.d one half years old. market is weak you ma'- get 21 b'l •.<• liting on a bad market generally
The 4-H boys who received heif the time you can get any one to | means a lower priee.
functioning of nerve tissue. The and Mrs S huyler Hawes cf Union:
Buyers arei No one likes to work for three or
butterfat ln milk contains vitamin Arnold Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs. ers last year are Alton Gammon of move yotfr birds
A. the eve vitamin, and if ycu David Hill of Warren; In in Wright White Oak 4-H club North War friendly souls or the whole, but lour months for noth'ng but noth
serve homogenized milk, this vita brother of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald ren: Kenneth Neves of Cogaan’s they do not intend to share your ing is a lot better than less than
nothing. Many thousands of dolHill in Union; Frank Hart of losses.
min is distributed throughout the Hall of Union.
The man who goes independent I lars have been lost by broiler growGeorge's
Valley
Hustlers
in
Appleni. k in equal amounts. Thiamine
Robert Spear, son of Mr and Mrs.
in broiler raising has got to be pre- ; ers during this low market. Some
a:..i vitamin D are also pro ent in Herbert Spear of North. Nrb'eboro: ton.
It is will not be with us any longer bemilk
C Herbert Annis and Richard pared lo lake his los er
Du 'id Wn’ker. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nash
Simuiton
’
s
Center
Avrsh
re
n
”
>ndcrful
to
make
a
i
ce
profit
or. cause they held their birds too
And of course milk is a good Clifton Walker cf Aina: E Thomas
source of protein. Nutritionists A.bee. son of ''Ir and Mrs May Dairy Club; Wayne Brown and |the first f!ock It gets you away to long. A lot of those lost dollars
Wayne Little of Busy Farmers in i a 8°od start. But there s nothing were unnecessary and perhaps some
list milk with meat as a protein nard Albee of Alr.a.
and Stephen sure ai3°ut the market. Those who of us will benefit by lessons learned
source. To give you an idea of i.s
Kendal! Moody, son of Mr. ar.d North Nobleboro;
ratting for this nutrient. Here are Mrs. Lawrence Mccdy of Appleton Chace cf Jolly Workers in North broke away from contract raising These who did not learn and still
thus fall were really asking for it can try again will probably go out
the important food values found in and Roger Pierce, son of Mr. and Whitefield.
State 4-H Dairy shew, at Wind If they were to start on their own in the next crash. And or.e does
milk, quite an impressive array, Mrs. Walter P.er.e of North Whitesor; County 4-H Dairy Shew at now. I will venture thf opinion that not have to be smart to predict
an you needn't wonder about its field,
value for the whole family, because | Marporie is a member of the Jef- Union Fair ar.d Windsor Fair saw their chances would be much better that there w.ll be another very low
it's plain. You can find few foods ferson Luckiettes 4-H club and many ribbons awarded these fine ' Thc slaclt off in chick sales is an in- market in the future.
that give you the same return In Ann is a member of the Aina Goal animals.
Outstanding prize was won by 48 COO dairy ai rmals bred means icrials needed in Maine is lime.
food value for the money spent. Seekers.
Whether your family Is large or I Lincoln Ha ves and Irvin Wright Gail Roger's "Brigeen Farms Mll that about one-third of tlie cows Many soils will require four or
i'tnall. young, or old, milk Is a are members of Ccggan’s Hill 4-H ly" who was chosen to go to the New and heifers of breeding age in more tc.?. of lime per acre. O’hers
necessary Item for the shopping club in Union; Da'id Wa’ker and E England Dairy Show at Eastern Maine have been meted with out- r.sed only one ton and a few do
'lan'.llng sires during the past year, not need any.
list.
Thomas Albee are In the Aina Sod States Exposition ln Springfield.
Milk is available in many forms, 3usters clnb.
Here ’’Mllly’' placed sixth in he: said Corbett. More than 75 per
Mcsher says the only accurate
cent of them were bred to good method of determining the amount
tiie most familiar form is pasteur
Kendall Moody belongs to the class of Guernsey’s in the New
proved s res.
ized, homogenized milk—milk that George's Valleey Husllers of App'.e- England States.
of lime and fertilizer needed is by
Tne largest number of anima s .-' il testing. A record of the soil
has been heated to destroy harm ton: Robert Spear is a member of
In the State Dairy Show, the fol
ful bacteria and then treated to N rth Ncbleboro Busy Farmers; lowing won awards: Gail Rogers bred to any one bull was the nearly tests need? to be kept to get the
bicak up the particles of cream so Roger Pierce below to North Guernsey, very
good: Stephen 2400 Holsteins bred to the "Count" most from them.
they are evenly distributed through
Chase.
Ouernsey,
good; Wayne bull.
County Agent Oil Jaeger has soil
Whitefield Jolly Workers and Ar
Corbett reported that the bleed
the mi'k. Homogenized tnllk has a
Brown
Holstein,
good; Wayne
fertility record books available. He
nold Hill is a member of George's
richer flavor than plain pasteur
good: Richard ing efficiency of 75 per cent in has information on soil testing,
Little. Holstein,
Valley 4-H Club of Warren.
ized milk because of this even dis
Nash, Jersey, goed plus; C. Herbert 1953 was very satisfactory and a kming, and fertilization. Al’. of
Purebred dairy animals will be
little higher than It was tn 1952
tribution of the cream globules and
:.e e sub. cts are being discussed
purchased for these 4-H club mem Annis, Aurshire, good class.
Leading the 28 Maine Breeding
the vitamin A that these globules
County
Dairy
Shew
awards
went
at soil fertility meetings. Farm
bers by the 4-H Dairy Foundation
Co-operative
units
in
the
state
contain is available in the last glass
committee. Each
member pays to: Gail Rogers. Guernsey, very was the Skowhegan unit with 3022 ers who are interested in improv
of milk ln the quart Just as much
for full coverage Insurance on their good; Ann Ludwig, Holstein, good services. Each of the 28 MBC ing the soil fertility on their farms
as the first.
animal and returns the first heifer plus; Alton Gammon, Holstein, units is staffed with a breeding can get many helpful Ideas at the
Oilier forms of fresh milk avail
calf to the 4-H Foundation. This good plus; Stephen Chase, Guern technician who serves the dairy Extension meetings. Mosher con
able are vitamin D milk, which is
cludes.
,
calf will be given to another 4-H sey, good plus.
produced and distributed undeFrank Hart. Guernsey, very good; herds of the area.
member under the same plan.
Corbett pointed out that thus,
standards set up by the American
On or near April 1 is expected Wayne Brown. Holstein, very good: artificial breeding work ties in very ,
Association of Medical Milk Com
Wayne Little. Holstein, very good:
closely with the Extension Service ; Granqe Corner
missions.
C. Herbert Annis. Ayrshire, good
Condensed
project on bleeding better dairy' j
For those members of the fam [resh, whole milk.
plus; Richard Nash. Jersey, good
cattle. The project is carried or.
ily who object to the .flavor of milk Is processed the same as evap plus.
by all county agents in Maine.
plain milk, you mtght look Into orated milk, except that it has had
Windsor Fair ribbon winners
Weymouth Grange
flavored milk. The most familiar 40 per cent sugar added to it and is were: Gail Rogers. Guernsey, very
The lecturer’s hour Monday night
much
higher
in
calorie
content.
flavoring added to milk is choco
good; Stephen Chase Guernsey. I Soil Fertility
was turned over to F. C. Roy of
Dry milk is made from milk
late. But you can find other types
good plus: Wayne Brown Holstein. | _
_,
,
Thomaston and he gave a party to
of flavored milk on the market, o- which has had all the water re good; Wayne Little. Holstein, goodiTO
B©
DlSCUSSCu
To Be Discus
demonstrate 'he home products.
moved.
It
needs
no
refrigeration
you may make up your own .flav
when tn its dry form, but as soon plus.
A game called "Sorry" was played
This
Winter
orings for milk in your home.
Wallace Spear cf North Nobleboro j
and enjoyed by all the Grange
Sove of you Who are watching as it’s reconstituted, it requires Is chairman of the 4-H Dairy Foun
Good soil fertility is being dis members There were three prizes
your weight might be interest in coldness to keep it good. Dry milk dation committee in Knox-Lincoln
fat-free milk.
This milk has is available as non-fat milk, whole counties and he is very ably assist cussed at Extension meetings for the game, and also a door
prize which was won by Charles
most of the butterfat removed, dry milk, and1 you can also buy ed by Schuyler Hawes of Union. Ro throughout Maine this winter.
Rogers.
Extei?
ion
Service
Crops
Spe

and usually has added amounts of dried cream.
These are the forms in which land Gushee of App'eton, Eben cialist Paul N Mcsher is holding
vitamin A and D so that the nutri
On Thursday night, the Orange
nulk
is available They are many Haggett of Damariscotta Mills and at least one meeting in each put on a benefit dance to raise
tive quality of the milk Is the sain"
County Agent Gil Jaeger.
county, and county agents in most money for the Polio Fund.
as whole milk, but the butterfat is a ltd you car. make your choice de
pending on the use you want to
counties are conducting several
missing.
White Oak Grange
more. These meetings help grow
Butterm'lk is a by-product of make of the milk and you pocket Breeding Record
White
Oak Orange voted to bor
book.
Ail
are
nutritious
and
good
ers learn how to get good soil fer
butter, thc churning of sour cream
Set By M.B.A.
row funds to repair the dining room
tility at low cost.
into this table fat. It has a dis for the family.
Apple Milk Shake
Good soli fertility is the basis at the Grange Hall, at a corpora
tinctive flavor and again a lowDuring Past Year
Makes Five Glasses
of economical farm production. tion meeting held Friday night, af
caiorie content because so much
Two cups apple juloe. 1 table
Maine’s Breeding Co-operative Mosher explains Thi- is true on ter the regular meeting
of the butterfat Is removed
The card party, auspices White
Other processed forms of milk spoon lemon Juioe. 2 cups of ice- artificially bred 48.268 cows and all types of farms Even dairy
arc the evaporated and condensed cold milk. 3 teaspoons powder heifers to good MBC sires during men depend upon good growth of Oak Grange, will be held Saturday
1653. reported today Ralph A. roughage for economical milk night, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
milks that are so handy for cook sugar. H teaspoon salt.
With poor fertility, Benjamin Barbour.
1. Combine all ingredients and Corbett, Extension Service dairy prduction.
ing. and require no refrigeration
The sum of 86 was realized from
man of the Uniyersity of Maine.
crop yields will be poor.
to store, canned. Evaporated milk shake or beat until frothy.
This set ar all-time record for
To get good soil fertility, the the county store, held by White
2. Serve with ice cream tf de
is regular whole milk which has
Maine, topping tlie previous high right amount and correct analysis Oak Grange, Friday night, for the
had half the water removed. When sired.
of 46636 new services established of fertilizer mual be applied, points benefit of the March of Dimes <
Sincerely,
you mix lt with an equal amount
out the Extension crops specialist. paign.
Winifred Ramsdell,
In 1962.
of water, you have a liquid which
(Onntlnued on Page Bgilt)
The 1853 record of more than One of the mont important m.aHome Demonstration Agent.
has about the same food value as
By Henry Teague

When broiler prices hold steady
at a profit making level over two or
three flo"ks and contact raisers
figure hew much they would ha-e
made f they had bten raising on
their own, there is a definite shift
to independent raising The result

t’oj* Sh

Tbasday-Thuntfoy-Saturday
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THOMASTON
New* and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST., TEL. 156-8

On the complimentary list of pa
trons on the program for the play,
•'Arrival of Kitty”, produced by the
Wed-Co Club of the Baptist Church
the names of Virgil Burns as a do
nor and Benjamin Smalley, Sr., a
member of the ticket committee,
were inadvertently omitted.
Mrs. Orrin Treat, 3rd. is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Treat, Jr., on
Beechwood street for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sevon en
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Sevon and three children, Sandra.
Jimmy and Kenneth. Jr., of Plea
sant Point, at a supper party, Wed
nesday evening.
Mss Marian Pickard and Miss
Helen McLain of the Baptist
Church and David Stone and John
Elliot of the Federated Church will
at the Congregational Church of
take part in the services to be held
Rockland, Sunday, Jan. 31, at 4 p.
m„ in connection with National
Youth Week. The service will be
conducted entirely by young people
representing 11 churches id this
area and will be broadcast over
station WRKD.
Women’s Guild of the Lutheran
Church will meet Wednesday eve
ning, Feb. 3, at 7.30 p. m.
A stated communication of the
Qrient Lodge. No. 15, A. F & A. M
will be held at the Masonic Hall,
Tuesday, Feb. 2, at 7.30 p. m„ for
the purpose of ballot. Refreshments
will be served.
Gray Ladies who worked at the
Veteran’s Hospital in Togus last
Tuesday were: Mrs. Joel Miller and
Mrs. Ralph Cushing.
Mrs. Charles Spear has charge of
the volunteer workers on the hot
lunch program at the Green Street
School for this month.
A. V. Barton was weekend guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Townsend,
called here by the death of his
father.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvell Crockett
have moved to Stam'ord, Conn.,
where they both have employment.
Susan Gledhill, daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. George H. Gledhill, cele
brated her sixth birthday Wednes
day afternoon with a party at the
parsonage.
Games were played
and slides were shown. Susan re
ceived many nice gifts. Refresh
ments were served. Those attend
ing were: Dorothy Reppier, Ida
Elliot. Carl Shesler, Ronnie Sma’.ely, Clyde Hatch, Ann and Howard
Gledhill.
Co-chairmen of the polio drive.
Mrs. Virginia Putnam and Arnold
Bryant, have announced that the
Mothers’ March of Thursday eve
ning has netted the sum of $500.(?
with a small amount still to come
in.

There will be an Explorer Scout
meeting at the High School budd
ing Monday evening at 7 o'clock.
Beta Alpha will meet Monday
evening, Feb. 1, in the Baptist
Church vestry. This is a work meet
ing and members will make cancer
dressings. Refreshments will be
served with Mrs. Olive Strout, Mrs
Edith Sevon, Mrs. Leona Starrett
and Mrs. Lavina Whitney in charge
Joy World Wide Guild Girls will
meet Tuesday, Feb. 2 ,at the home
of Miss Mildred Young at 7 p. m.
There will be a combined meet
ing of the Missionary and Ladles
Circle Wednesday afternoon at 2
o’clock followed by a 6 p. m. supper.
To benefit the recreation fund at
the Lura Libby School, the PTA
will sponsor a cooked food sale.
Saturday, Feb. 8, at 1.30, at Donald
son’s Paper Store. Committee in
charge will be Mrs. Arlene Lamplnen, Mrs. Hilda Silver, Mrs. Pris
cilla Crockett and Mrs. May New
bert.
DANCING-OLD AND NEW

Simonton's Corner

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
REFRESHMENTS

13’lt

SOCIAL DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL
EVERY SATURDAY
Music by the Nor’easten
Donation 50c Everyone Welcome

83-S-tf

The Joy World Wide Guild Girls
met at the home of Miss Helen Mc
Lain Wednesday evening. It was
voted to have a Valentine party,
Feb. 17, with Mrs. Madeline Jackson on Main street. An Initiation
committee was formed with Mrs.
Jackson as councilor, other mem
bers are: Norma Chirk. Helen Mc
Lain and Cornelia Keyes. Members
attending: Sandra Putnam, Judy
Young. Sandra Daggett. Irene Saari,
Betty Laine, Eleanor Brooks. Ann
Chick. Norma Clark, Judy Minott,
Mildred Young. Judy Pease. Joyce
Ludwig, Cornelia Keyes, Marian
Smith, Helen McLain, Madeline
Jackson, Marian Pickard and Lil
lian Fitzpatrick.
The Pythian Sisters catered to a
chicken supper for the Sheriff De
partment of Knox County at the
Pythian Hall Wednesday night.
Members in charge of the supper
were: Mrs. Marcelene Stone, Mrs.
Stella Robinson. Mrs. Greta Clark.
Mrs. Mena Watts and Mrs. Gladys
Ring.
Silver Tea

Mrs. Douglas Brooks will open
her home on Knox street, Feb. 10.
from 3 to 5 for a silver tea to ben
efit the heart fund. The general
chairmen of Thomaston are Mrs.
Laurence Shesler
V and Mrs. Charles
Spear. Co-chairmen are Mrs. Stan
ley Poster and Mrs. James Jeffery.
The following hostesses are request
ed to please be on hand by 2.30.
Mrs. Rex H.. Garrett of Rockland,
Mrs. Albert B. Elliot, Mrs. Forest W.
Stone, Mrs. Alfred Strout, Mrs. Wil
liam T. Smith, Jr., Mrs. William C.
Brooks, Jr., Mrs. Donald Chase,
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot, Mrs. Ray
mond Robinson, Mrs. E. Roy Moss,
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, and Mrs.
Raymond Spear. Mrs. Frederick
Dennison and Mrs. Douglas Brooks
will have charge of the decorations.
Mrs. Charles Spear and Mrs. Lau
rence Shesler will pour. A cake
made by Mrs. Joel Miller will be in
charge of Mrs. Walter Strong. In
charge of the collection bowl will
be Mrs. Clayton Staples. Posters are
made by Mrs. J. Edward Elliot.
Bishop Loring Herr Sunday

Rt. Rev. Oliver Loring of Port
land. Bishop of Maine, will confirm
a class of four at the St. John’s
Episcopal Church, Sunday at 4 p.
m. Confirmands are: Barbara Phil
brook, Mary Cullen, Annie Watts
and Ste’.'a Sawyer. Following the
confirmation service a reception
will be held at the Knox Hotel to
which the members of St. Peter’s
Church of Rockland and the St.
Thomas Church of Camden are in
vited.
Church Notices
Mass will be celebrated at St.
James Catholic Church Sunday at
9 a. m.
Services at the St. John's Epis
copal Church Sunday morning st 8
followed by Sunday Schoo! at 10.
Services at the Assembly of God’s
Church (Pentecostal) on Sunday at
2.30 p. m. and 7 p. m. SundaySchool at 1.30 p. m. Wednesday eve
ning services at 7 p. m. Walter Kel
ler, pastor.
English services at the Holy Trin
ity Lutheran Church at 10 a. m..
with Sunday School at 9.30. Choir
practice consuming the first por
tion. Finnish services at 7.30 p. m
On Monday, Adult Membership
Class at 7 p. m. Wednesday, Wom
en’s Guild meets. Friday, Bible
study ln English.
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m„ at
the Federated Church with Albert
Harjula as Superintendent. Church
sermon by the Rev. George H
Gledhill on "Religious Uncertainty
To Certainty.” Church music. An
them by the choir, “I Will Magnify
Thee, O Lord,” by Spence. Solo, by
William T. Smith, Jr., "Silently Now
We Bow,” by Donald E. Moore.
Small children will be cared for
during the service of worship by
Mrs. William C. Brooks.
Baptist Sunday School at 945 a
m„ with morning service at 11. Rev.
John Fitzpatrick’s sermon, “Justi
fication by Faith.” Young Peoples
meeting at 6 with Rev. Henry Leino
of the Lutheran Church as speaker
Evening service at 7 with Rev.
Fitzpatrick's sermon on “Make
Sure Your Way.” On Monday, Beta
Alpha meets for a work meeting.
Tuesday, World Wide Guild meets

-

|

ets no» ao tllat none wili be
appointed because of limited s
ing space. Ted Jensen is cha.j
man of the committee.
Folkwing the adjournment a
the club, he members adjou
to the Grange Hall for a socia
evening with the Dandelions.

Thomaston Lions Add Four To Roster

CH U RCH ES
At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday
service: Parish Communion and
sermon at 9.30 Weekday services,
Tuesday. Mass at 730; Wednesday,
Mass at 6 a. m.; Thursday and
RYiday Mass at 730
* * * *
St. Bernard’s Church. Park Street,
Rockland.
Sunday Masses—8.00
and 11.00 A. M. Week day Mass645 A. M. Confessions—Saturday330 and 7.00 P. M.
Our Lady of Good Hope Church
.'amden. Sunday Mass—9.30 A. M.
St. James the Apostle Church,
Thomaston.
Sunday Mass—9.00
A. M.
Please note the change in the
hours from those in the summer
schedule.
* • * *
The worship service at the Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church will be
held at 10.30 at which Mr. Conant
will preach on the theme “The Book
of Promises”. Anne Davis will play
“Walt Thou only upon the Lord"
by Broad, "Look down. Dear Lord”
by Fisher and “We Worship be
fore Thee” by Sullivan. The choir
will sing as the morning anthem
’’Exalt Him, all ye People” by Hanscom. Dante Pavone will present
the solo “Trust Ye in the Lord” by
Scott. The members of the Church
School will meet for religious ed
ucation from 11 to 12.10. All mem
bers of the parish are urged to
Join the group in one of the classes.
The members of the Youth Fellow
ship will not meet this week at 5
o'clock but will join in the United
Christian Youth Meeting to be held
at the Congregational Church
from 4 to 5 o’clock. Members of
the Youth Fellowships from the
Rockland. Thomaston, and Warren
area will participate in the ser
vice, which will be broadcast from
station W. R. K. D.
The weekday program at the
Methodist Church will include Girl
and Boy Scouts on Monday, prayer
meeting on Tuesday, and the choir
rehearsal on Friday at 7 o’clock.
* « « *
The Sunday evening worship ser
vice at the South Thomaston Meth
odist Church will be held at 7
o’clock. Rev. Merle Conant will
preach on the theme “The Bock of
Promises". All members of the parsh are welcome to the service.

---- —

“Consider the lillies how thegrow: they toil not. they spin not
and yet I say unto you. that Solo- ’
men in al! his glory was not arrayed
like one of these. If then God sc,
clothe the grass, which is today in !
the field, and tomorrow is cast in- 1
to the oven; hew mu'h more will j
he clothe you, O ye of little faith? '
Fear not, little flock; for It is your I
Father's good pleasure to give you I
the kindem" (Luke 12: 27, 28. 32. > I
The Golden Text is from Psalms: |
"The Lord is gracious, and full of
compassion; . . .The Lcrd is good tc
all: and his tender mercies are over |
all his works” (145: 8, 9,).
Sunday services at 10.30; Sunday
school at 7030. Wednesday night
services at 7.30.
• • • •
Notices for the week of Jan. 31
at the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church, Rev. James W. Dagino,
pastor. 10.30 a. m., morning wor
ship service with the choir sing
ing and the pastor lo bring a mes
sage concerning “Judge Not That
Ye Be Not Judged;” 11.45 a. HaBible Schoo) for all ages. There
are classes for everyone tn the
Sunday School; 4 p. m.. at the
Congregational Church, the Sipeciai Youth Week Observance, to be
broadcast over WRKD; 6 p. m.
Baptist Youth Fellowship meet
ing and at 7.15 p. m„ Sunday eve
ning service with everyone wel
come to attend one of the largest
evening services of any church in
Knox County. The Youth Choir
will sing.' There will also be other
special music. The pastor will
bring a brief message, “Strange
Hatred.”
Tuesday, 730 p. m„ Prayer meet
ing in the vestry; Wednesday. 630
p. m„ Ladies' Aid will have their
monthly fellowship supper and en
tertainment will follow.
* * * •

DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Warren D. Smitl
of Rockland visited at the horn
of Mrs. Smith’s parents, Mr. am
Mrs Claude Miller one day la
week
Mrs. Herbert Crosby has clo
her home for the remainder of thi
winter season and will visit rela
tives and friends in Massachusetti
Mrs. J. W Vanderpool a-con
I panied by Mrs. M. W. Davis, Mt1
j Parker Simmonds, Mrs. Fred Chute
Mrs. Arthur Chute and Mrs. Her.
j bert Stahl attended the week!]
Woman’s Club at the village ot
Tuesday afternoon when Jack Russell gave an interesting talk ot
•■’Mcdern Painting" and showet
some of his paintings.

Photo by Jura
Four new members were initiated into the Thomaston Lions flub at a meeting held Wednesday night
at the Knox Hotel. Present to welcome the newcomers was District Governor Gerald Grant of Rockland,
standing at thr left. Continuing from left to right, are: Phillip Fernald. John Morrison, Robert Blake, and
Ben Smalley, Jr., all new members. At the extreme r ght Ir King Lion Victor Hills.

be held in this church.
At 11.45, following the morning
wor.hip a special church meeting
will be heid to vote on candidates
for chunEh membership, and at
730 at the parsonage the Pastor's
I class will be held for these candidates.
Appointments for the week in
clude: Monday. Girl Scout Troops
1. 10, 12 at 3 p. m„ and Boy Scout
Troop 206 at 7 p. m.: Tuesday,
Brownie Troop 20 at 3 p. m.; Wed
nesday. Woman’s Association at 3.
with a paper by Mrs. Joseph
Emery on “Jane Addams” Slid
business, with Mrs. E. Carl Moran
In charge of devotions, and tea
served afterwards; also, Wednes
day, Senior Choir will rehearse at
7 p. n.; Thursday. Odds and Ends
meet at church at 130 for regular
meeting, and Board of Trustees
meets at parsonage at 7 p. m.; Fri
day, Junior Choir rehearses at 3.15
at church, and Kupples Klub
meets at 7 for scallop stew and
program .

At Owl’s Head Baptist Chape’
Rev. James James W. Dagino. pas
tor, morning worship service is at 9
with sermon subject, "Judge Net
That Ye Be Not Judged;” at 10.15
At the Universalist Church, by
a. m„ Sunday School for all ages
the
Court House, Youth Sunday
and Thursday, 7.30 p. m„ prayer
will be observed at the 11 a. m
meeting in the church.
j hour of church worship. ConductAt the Rockland Congregational mg lhe service wl!' ** Judy Hudson.
Church, youth will conduct the Carol Stratton and Marion Talbot;
morning service on Jan. 31 at 19.40, ( and participating in the Inter-deexcept for the musicians involved, | nominational youth service over
Sunday at the First Baptist Mrs. Faith Berry, organist, Mrs, j WRKD in the afternoon representChurch Rev. J. Charles MacDonald Oram R. Lawry, Jr., directing thc i ln5’
^r- Universal.st youth fe’will have as the subject of his ser- Junior Choir, Mrs. Eleanor Cote ! lowship will be Joanne Hudson. Armon in the 10.30 service. "The What Howard, directing the Senior Choir, thur Lawrence, and Edward Moffitt
and Why of Life." Prayer groups ar.d the members of the Senio- Special sermon in the morning by
will meet at 10.15. and nursery care choir; 34 youth will participate in the minister. Rev. George Henry
will be provided for small children tl^s service, which will be broad- Wocd, asks "Are You On Time?"
durlng the morning service. Ail de- past over WRKD, beginning at
The greeter of the day is Mrs
partments of the Church School will jg 40 a m
William D Talbot, and the ushers,
meet at 12. The Ambassadors for, Tile program:
completing a month's tour of duty
Christ will have their meeting at 6 Prelude
today, are Rex H Garrett. Brooke
with Edward Baxter as the leader, j
. Mrs. Faith Berry. Organist
Gregory, Robert W Hudson and
A prayer period at 7 will precede ! Procrs" onal:
Stanley Payson. Tlie Church Schoo!
'Fling Out the Banner"
“The Gospel Story Hour” at 7.15.
with Supt. Sam Collins meets at
Invocation and Lord’s Prayer,
This will be broadcast from 7.30 to 8
joan scarlott
11 a. in. and the Men's Class meets
and will include music by the choir Anthem: “All Praise To Thee,
at 10 a. m. The organist is Miss
and male quartet. Mr MacDonald
Eternal Lord.
Dorothy Lawry, with a new choral
17th Century Theme
will give the third in his series of
21-voice Junior Choir directed by group recently organized by Mrs
sermons on “The Bible and the
Mrs
r
Jr
Nathalie Snow, with soloist Pau’
Atomic Age", with this Sunday's Cnildren's S’ory,
E. Snow.
subject, "The Antidote for Fear."
Rosalie Halligan
Scheduled among this week’s ac
Hvron;
“
In
Christ
There
Is
No
Tuesday night "The Golden Hour
tivities are the Mission Circle on
East or West"
of Prayer and Praise" will be held Responsive Reading,
Wednesday afternoon, the Toniat
at 7.30. The Junior Ambassadors
led by David Dean
Circle on Wednesday evening, and
will meet on Friday at 3.30. On Gloria Patri
the Comity Circle supper with e’.ecScripture
les'on,
Saturday the Preparation Prayer
' tion of officers on Thursday. All
Judy Pease
Service will be held at 7.30.
Anthem by Senior Choir
; iversons are welcome at worship and
directed by
1 events, classes and circles.
At the Nazarene Church, Rev.
Mrs. Eleanor Cote Howard
Oakley E. Woodward, pastor, ser Prayer,
Edward Sleeper
vices Sunday will be as follows:
nOCKPORT
Offering,
Sunday School at 9 46; morning
Kennedy Crane III. presiding
Dr. E. Joseph Evans of Newton
worship at 10.45; Young peoples Hymn: “Christ for the World"
! Mass, will be guest speaker at the
meeting at 6 and the evening evan Sermon: “Youth Prepare To Face Baptist Church Sunday at 3 p. m.
Today's World,”
gelistic service at 730. Wednesday
He will also preach at the morning
by John Bird
night at 7.30 wili be the regular Affirmation and Dedication led by service at 10.45 a m. Dr. Evans is
prayer meeting.
Paul Merriam, Jr.
a world traveler, lecturer and Bible
• • • •
Hymn: ’O Zion. Haste. Thy
teacher. At present he is presi
Mis'ion
High
Fulfilling
”
The
Lesson-Sermon
entitled
dent of the Greek American Mis
Benediction,
’Love” includes the following verses;
Sandra Strickland
sionary Association A cordial in
from the Bible:
Organ Portlude
vitation is extended to all .
Ushers. Lee Dyer. David HilL
Arthur
and
Edward
Gray
with Mildred Young. Wednesday,
Some people possess many good
Broadcast over WRKD. beginMissionary and Ladies Circle meets n'nv at ’0 40.
qualities, but lack the one necessary
at 2 followed by a 6 p. m„ supper.
At 4 o’clock, the annual lnter- to make use of them.
Thursday. Prayer and Praise ser- j denominational Youth
Service,
vice at 7 p. m.
with 11 churches participating, wil! Advertise ln The Oourier-Qoiette

BITIARY

Knox»o
THE

KF B

E

er.

Family Fellowship Night was ob
served at the Chestnut Street Bapist Church Wednesday evening with
supper being served at 6.30. followed
by a social hour and program. The
fables were attractively decorated
by Mrs. Lena Richardson. The fol
lowing program was presented un-

JOf

/ox

ptrsents

Camden Theatre
$50 CASH NITE

TECHNICOLOR

"RAIDERS OF THE 7 SEAS"
Technicolor — Plus 2nd Hit!
Johnny Weismuller as Jungle
Jim in “THE VALLEY OF THE

WALDOBORO

TEL. TEmple 2-5345

Every Evening at 8.00.

M

i

NOW!

SPECIAL GAME PARTY

Scouts

der the direction of Mrs. Doris Hen
Newslites
derson. Vocal Mio. Richard Meser
vey; trumpet solo by Rcbert Dean,
accompanied by Sheila Billings; ac
Troop 17 met at the Farnsworth
cordion solo by Beth Ann Smart; Museum on Wednesday.
Mrs
reading by Mrs. Dors Henderson Whitehill. Harriet Ladd and Gat
and numbers by the Junior and Ladd of Troop 6 were guests. They
Senior Choirs. Those serving in the spoke to us about First Aid and
kitchen were Mrs. Delma Barker, demonstrated the use of the tri
FRANK A. HOPKINS
Frank A. Hopkins. 88, formerly a Mrs. Margaret Hansen, Mrs. Agnes angular bandage for second clas;
kiln tender at Thomaston, died Crabtree and Mrs._ Charlotte Up work. Each girl furnished an item
toward a First Aid Kit to be used
Wednesday afternoon at his East ham.
Warren home, after a long illness
Pierce Harley, secretary of the by the troop for hikes, etc. Plant
A resident of Warren, the past 24 YMCA, was guest ppeaker this were made fbr the next meeting
yeqrs. he.K»s born at Orland. Feh. week.- Mr. Harley spoke on the 1 A delicious cake was served by Ann
8. 1865. son of Asa and Fannie Gray growth of "the local YMCA which Ffwicr as part of the Homemake:
Hopkins.
started out as a branch of the Bad2e Sheila Vinal, as presider.
He leaves two sons, Earl Hopkins Rockport YMCA 40 years ago and
our tro°P- presented the guest:
of East Warren, and Louis Hopkins I paid tribute to the laymen who with 1,311(1 aids alKl soa'p
of Waltham, Mass., four daughters,, had helped to make it a success
Miss Lenora Hopkins and Mrs. Her- m Camden. Following his talk he j
bert Nutter of Warren, Mrs. Sophie' showed a movie of the YMCA in !
Griggs of Panama and Mrs. Eliza action giving a picture of what
Harris of Hyannis, Mass., a broth- j goes on in a typical YMCA in any (
er. George C. Hopkins of East Hoi- , city in U.S.A. Also on the pro- I
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
den, one grand-daughter, and one gram was a movie prepared for ,
great-granddaughter.
| Armour and Company showing '
Funeral services were held Friday how to prepare and serve various
(Jan. 29) at 2 p. m., at the Simmons products such as chicken, frank- ;
Funeral Home, with the Rev. Bruce furters, etc.
This movie was
0 ap Si
P. Cummings officiating. Inter showed by Maurice Wiles of the
ment will be made at the Village canned meat division of Armour
cemetery, Thomaston in the spring. and Company.
Frank Thomas, first vice presi
dent of the club presided in the
absence of King Lion Jimmy ,
CAMDEN
Johnson, who was appearing with |
MRS iENNETH HERRICK
a stage show at the Camden The- j
Correspondent
aire. Bill Otto of the sick com- ,
Telephone 2197
mittee rt.poricd that Lawrence |
Tedford was a patient at Knox
Daniel R, Yates of Washington Hospital for a few days. He also
..Warner Bros.
street is a patient at the Mae Mur reported that a former Lions Chief
Organizer in this area. Deuga! Dee e rasselle arilyn rskine
ray Nursing Home
QAS EOO E CANTOR | W|TM AllNf Ma:MAH0N and
Mr. and Mrs. Wiiliam Kelley left war
(Interna tiional Counseler) JCBfm plav bv
WIU ROGiRS, Jr. m m
Thursday for a three weeks vaca died in Calais this past week.
tion trip to the West Indies, sail
Tuesday night will be observed
TODAY (SAT.) Howard Keel
ing on the “Queen Bermuda.”
as Ladies' Night at the Grange
"KISS ME KATE"
There will be a public supper at Hail. The committee reports an
with
KATHRYN GRAYSON
the Methodist Church Saturday- excellent program in store and '
13-lt
night. Servings will be from 5.30 to asks all Lions to secure their tick- '
7 p. m.
The Knox County Council, Amer
ican Legion Auxiliary, will meet at
NOW SHOWING—AREA PREMIERE
the American Legion Hall. Febru
ary 2. at 7 o'clock. All members are
■4 ..i
\
k
♦*
V
requested to bring a gift for the
THE MODERN MIRACLE
snap game. There will be games
and refreshments. Legionnaires and
YOU SEE WITHOUT GLASSES!
husbands of Auxiliary members are
invited to attend
The Elm Street Reading Club wil'
neet Monday night at the home of
Mrs. Stella Lenfest. Mrs Jessie Satterlee and Miss Corinne Sawyer will
Brings You The Greatest Story of
*
be the readers.
Thc Monday Club will meet Mon
Love, Faith and Overwhelming
day afternoon at the home of Mrs
Ann Longworth. Belfast Road. Mrs
Spectacle!
Marion Chatfield will be the read

John Payne - Donna Reed

WALDO ™“T«

Girl

HEAD HUNTERS"

Matinees

And Ch. 7 "LOST PLANET"

Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.W

HE MAKES LENDING A
FRIENDLY BUSINESS
This is the friendly YES MANager of the local
ftwenu/ Finance Company. He believes that no
one should borrow unnecessarily. But when a
loan is to a person’s advantage, he provides folks
here with needed cash promptly.
MILLS I. SAWYER
He makes borrowing a simple, friendly trans
action. He makes Ioans to employed men and women, married or
single. He arranges convenient monthly payments.
If you decide that a loan ia to your advantage, come to see
ftsiewnf j YES MANager today.

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

ODD FELLOWS HALL

LAST TIME TODAY, JAN. 30

School Street

Audie Murhpy, Lori Nelson.
Chill Wills in
“TUMBLEWEED"
— In Technicolor —

Jj-ve* coeeaarJy rear

sir**

»• sat

SATURDAY, JANUARY 30

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JAN. 31 - FEB. 1

8 P. M.

“THE JOE LOUIS STORY”
Starring
Coley Wallace, Paul Stewart

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 2-3

»«*•

formal finance ca

GERALD GRANT, Operator

Biff EUiott, Peggie Castle,
Preston Foster in
“L THE JURY”
A Mickey SpllUne Mystery

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG.

2nd FI., 356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Phene: 1133 • Miles R. Sawyer, YES MANager
SjmII Im> Statute Leant Ha. li

I

M-G M's MIGHTY
AOVENTURE!

__

Leans $3$ te $2SOO en Signature, Furniture or Aute

iggr

Authentic Scenes of Unrivaled
Savagery and Awe-Inspiring
Splendor! Filmed in Africa!

13-lt

13-lt

MOGAMBQ
Technicolor

#, *M—
CI ARK

SATURDAY—Continuous
1.30—4 00—6.25—8.45

CinemaScope't Anamorphic lem
Process on the newly created,
curved, Miracle Mirror Screen,
new Stereophonic Sound, envel
opes you in the Eternal Miracle of
THE ROBE I

SUNDAY
3 00—530—8.00

STARTING MONDAY
1.30—635—8.45

EVENINGS, $1.25

■■
MATINEES. 85c

CHILDREN. 50c

GABLE

AVA

GARD
Mogambo Means "The Greatest”
13-lt

13-11

-A».

Twidoy-TIwndoy-Saturdoy

JANICE FICKETT, CAROL JONES

Lady Liens Dined

Club Receives

SELECTED AS ROCKLAND AND

With Mrs. Akers—

K. ALLEN TO HARRY D.

High Honor

ROCKPORT D.A.R. CANDIDATES

Donated To Polio

STEWART ANNOUNCED

The Rockland BPW Club is one
of six clubs in the United States
to receive recognition in the "In
dependent Woman" the magazine
of the National Federation of Bus1.- I
ness and Professional Women's I
Clubs, Inc. The following para
graph appeared in the January
issue under the caption "Success
Stories - Selected from the Clubs' {
Annual Reports":
"Rockland, Maine had three
members appointed to municipal
boards for two and three year
terms. The club co-operated with
the Voters' Active Committee ln a
complete survey of non-registered
voters by checking the City Asses
sor’s cards with the official voting
list. Out of a total population ol
9234 they found 2014 citizens not
registered. The club made it pos
sible for 28 physically incapacitated
people to vote. An eight weeks
course on Interior Decorating pre
sented by Education and Vocations
was opened to the public. Full
news coverage and pictures with
special stories was carried by the
three local newspapers. The com
munity has requested the club to
J follow through with another course."

Mrs. Lena K. Sargent is at a Rest
General Knox Chapter DAR will
Home at 409 Main street. Brockton, meet Monday, Feb. 1. at the home
Mass. and would like to hear from of Anna DilPngham. ln Thomasfrlends.
ton. Mrs. Ruth McLain and Lilia
------E'liot are the assisting hostesses.
The JapCee Wi es w’ll meet Mon- Miss Harriet Williams will have
day night at 7.30 in the Heme Ec charge of the program.
room at the McLain Building.
------Members are requested to take
Mrs. Adah Roberts. Supreme Dis
used Christmas cards to make trict Deputy, visited Gardiner Emscrap books.
b'em Club Tuesday night. She was
------accompanied by Mrs. Phyllis BrewMrs. John R chardson was hostess er who acted as Marshal, Mrs. June
to the Wednesday Night Club for Swat,son and Mrs. Marian Cook,
dessert bridge. Prves were wen by There was initiation of candidates.
Mrs Albert R. Haverer. Sr., Mrs. Refreshments were served at the
Donald Perry, Mrs. Ray Foiey and close of the meeting.
Mrs. James Burgess. Mrs. Louis
—-—Cook who was observing her birthTiie Women's Association of the
day anniversary, was presented a First Baptist Church met in the
handsome birthday cake.
, church parlors January 27 at 2.30
p. m. The program included: openinvitations have been issued to jdg songs. ‘*More Like Tlte Master”,
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge, Cam- 1 My pri}er," "I'll Live For Him;"
den, and Pur tan Rebekah Lodge, psalm 34 was read by Charlotte
Tenant’s Harbor, to be guests of cook, followed by Circle prayer; the
Miriam Rebekah Lodge at their reg- ntotto was repeated. The secretary
ular meeting Tuesday, Feb. 2. when an[j treasurers reports were given,
the deg-ree will be con'erred. Sup the flower report was given followed
per will be served at 6.30 by Mrs by a business meeting with PresiAnnie Aylward. Mrs. Lizz’e Moody lent. Mrs Helen Pinkham presidand Mrs. Lina Carroll, with Mrs ng.
Gertrude Black in chargp of the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H House of
dining room.
Glen Cove will quietly observe their
The Rockland Woman's Club will 32nd wedding
anniversary on |
meet at the home of Mrs. Litza Var- Monday
davculis. Masonic street, next Tues
Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin and
day night. Mrs. Robert Hybels will
Mrs. Dcmenic Cucclnello attend
be the speaker.
ed the quarterly meeting of thf
The Tonian Circle of the Univer Maine Diocesan Council of Cath
sallst Church wi'.l be entertained olic Women held in Lewlaton or.
by Mrs. Pauline MacWilliams Wed r.tursday. Rsv. George Goudreau
nesday evening F rb 3. at her home af St. Bernard's Parish was intro
26 Chestnut s'reet.
duced as State Moderator and
morning speaker.
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet at
Grand Army Hail Monday at 7.30 p.
m.. for regular business meeting
and installation services. Lina Car- VINALHAVEN
roll. past department president, will
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent
install the officeis.

MAINE MUSIC CO.

The Nit-Wits Club was enter
tained Tuesday n'ght by Mrs. Olga
Carieton at the home of her par
RADIO—TV—PHONOGRAPH
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ted McDonald.
Sales and Service
H ,h street. The evening was de
406 MAIN ST.
TEL 708 voted to sewing and knitting and
12-14
Musical Instrument Repairs

YOU CAN LEARN

The Rorkland Lady Lions met
Wednesday evening at the home of
Katherine Akers, for a covered
dt?h supper with 18 members pres
ent. A donation was made to the
March of Dimes.
I
Final plans were made for a
I 'ard party to be held Friday, Jan.
29. at 7.30 D. m. at the Masonic
! Temple. Mrs Katherine Akers,
Mrs. Win Srmmons and Mrs. Genie
Ann’s are co-chairmen of this
: event.
The next meeting will be Feb.
10 ai the Thorndike Hotel.

Red Cross Will
Conduct Home
Nursing Course
Carol Jones

Janice Marie Fickett

What are Knox County citizens
Marion Jones of Beech Hill. Rock- doing to co-ordinate efforts towards
pert and is a college preparatory preparedness in case of disaster be
course student.
i it large or small? In war. or when
Her school activities have been a <hsaster is declared an Emergency
many and include the presidency of by the K^'ernor of the State of
the senior class and of the Student Maine Chvil Defense and The AmCouncil. She has been on the girls’ erlcan Hed Cross work together in
basketball squad four years and has many ways- one is Home Nursing
maintained honor grades through- arlb
** Lhe responsibility of
out her course.
Cross. Since 1908 one of its
lunch served by the hostess was a
She is also secretary of the Earle important services, in times of
pleasant feature of the evening.
Achorn Chapter of the Future Peace or war. has been the training
The regular meeting of Monarda
Teachers of America in the school
instructors in order that they
Cau .jil O der of Pocahontas w.’.I
and vice president of the Library ma' teach this course free of charge
be he'd Tuesday night at Red
Club.
! t0 thousands of women every year.
Men’s Hail. The thirteenth anniFinal selection of D.A.R candi- In war tllere 18 no laelt of volun.ersary of the Council, will be cele
dates is made by the faculty of the teers 10 talce Nome Nursing. In
Uzzcu puoto
brated. with a turkey supper a
.Miss Elaine K. Allen
schools. Judgement is based on de- Peaee time people overlook the fact
6.30 o'clock.
pendability. service to the school
home care of the sick is
Mr. and Mrs. Henry K Allen of | ed by Philco Wholesales. Inc of
Alton Oakes was weekend guest
and community, leadership and pa- an every day occurrence, which, Tenant's Harbor announce the en-i Portland. She is a member of the
cf his aunt Mrs Ray Smith a!
with training they could meet with
trioUem.
gagement of their daughter. Elaine t!le *->r<ier °f Rair.bcw and a memWatertown.
The faculty board makes it's se- greater ease and efficiency
.. ...
, „
,
! ber of Beta Sigma Phi InternaThe Willing Workers, the La, „„
At the present time, living under K. Allen of Portland, to Harry D i
lection from a field of three can, tional Sorority.
lifs' Society of the Latter Day
didaies who are chosen from the a constant threat of attack, citizens Stewart, sen of Mr and Mrs. A
Mr stewart u a g-aduate of
Saints Church met Wednesday at
must prepare themselves for any Lyall Stewart of Corush, formerly Deering H.gh School, and is assoclass at large by student vote
the church. Tiie afternoon was
emergency.
Therefore, in Knox of Portland.
elated in business with his father
levoted to patchwork and Swedish
Oounty beginning Feb. 1, Mrs.
Miss Allen is a graduate of St No date has been set for the wed
weaving. Tne birthdays of Mrs THOMASTON MOTHERS COLLECTED
Esther Long, R N. former Eastern George High School, and is employ- ding.
Helen W.bb and Mrs. Erma rfolArea Representative, and since 1944
brook were observed. Each re OVER $500 FOR POLIO THURSDAY
an authorized Trziner of Instruc
recognize signs of illness, and to kins as co-hostess,
vived a handsomely decorated
Mothers turned out in force in Smith. Mrs. Pearl MacFarland. tors. will conduct a five day class protect others from infection.
I Mr. and Mrs. Baylus Baum and
birthday cake and a shower of
in the Bok Nurses Home. Rockland
For the short time it takes to Lewis Livermore of Lynn. Mass.,
cards. The menfolk of the church Thomaston Thursday evening to Mrs. Ada Sanders. Mrs. Anna Leon Mondays and Thursdays from
gain this knowledge every woman were supper guests Monday of Mr.
who had worked during the day form 10 teams calling on homes van'
..
.. ,
District V: Capt. Mrs. Victor 330 until 4.30. Those eligible for 1s repaid a hundredfold during her and Mrs. J. C. Robinson. Jr., and
preparing wood for fuel for the throughout. the
community in th»
flilLs; Mrs. Frances Lawry and Mrs this course are Registered and life's experience with the sick. Red : family.
church, were served a bountifu'
Graduate Nurses and Home EcoPhilip Reynolds
upper by the ladies at 6 o'clock. Mothers' March.
» .
,
„ . . ..
Cross in Knox County is organizing; The William Hill family have had
nomics Teachers only. Registration
...
j
, , ,
Results
of
their
efforts
were
District
VI:
Capt.
Mrs.
Albert
ElW iliam Jo eph of Portland
. , ,
.. .................
Disaster Relief Committees and 1 a television set installed.
must
be
made
before
Feb.
1
at
the
nude a business trip here Wednes shown in a fund in excess of 8500 Hot; Mrs. Clyde Hatch, Mrs. Richmust have trained Home Nurses.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bryant, Wal
whlch was turned over to the Polio ard Hall. Mrs. Richard Woodcock. Red Cress office, telephone Rock Those who signed the Civil Defense ston Road, entertained Saturday
day.
land 1340
Questionaire last spring will be evening in honor of Mrs. John Kin
Mrs. Phyllis Maddox was hostess Find Campaign center in Rock- Mrs. Clayton Staples. Mrs. Darold
These instructors will in turn
■ Hocking, Mrs. Forest Stone.
o the Night Hawks Wednesday land.
notified when the date is set for the ney's birthday. Present were Mr.
The several team captains and
District VII: Capt. Mrs. Zenas have classes (for anyone interested March Classes,
’ight at her home on Chestnut
and Mrs. Kenneth Mignault of
■treet. Lunch was served ar.d col yolt'U'eer workers were as follows: Melvin; Mrs. William Brooks. Mrs. in Rockland. Camder and other
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. John
towns
in
the
county
during
March
W
|-,
d
T
|
j
ijAi/CM
District I: Cap:. Mrs. Arnold Bry- William Flint. Mrs. Shirley Wilored slides of local scenes were
Kinney.
(date
to
be
set
laterr.
Those
wishNUK
I
H
rlAVLN
ant, Mrs. Glemce Burns, Mrs. Betty liams. Mrs. Lewis Johnson. Mrs
town by Mrs. Cleo Shields.
The Community Men's Club will
Mrs. Harold: Alley entertal'red Townsend, Mrs. Rena Wotton. Mrs. Henry Hastings. Mrs. Robert Stone. ing to take it may call either Rocki meet on Monday. February 1. Sup- I
riends Tuesday night at her hom Olive Whitehill. Mrs. Marguerite, District VIII: Capt. Mrs. War- land 1340 or Camden 2881.
In this Home Nursing Course per will be served at the Vebo Lodge I
i.i Atlantic avenue, with games as | Emerson, Mrs. Betty Henry. Mrs. ren Everett; Mrs. Russell Kelley
there
is a wealth of practical up- I at 6.30 p. m.
lie feature of the evening. Each I Madeline Hall.
Mrs. Alexander Donaldson. Mrs
Dr. Alfred Duhrssen, Jr., will |
•jest was awarded a gift prize. A
District II; Capt. Mrs. Donald Richard
Fevler.
Mrs.
George to-date information covering all
tiie
basic
needs
of
a
sick
person.
!
speak
on "An Ameriran in France",
calc lunch was enjoyed. Present Pendleton; Mrs. Linwood Silver,; Woodward. Mrs. Esther Wolfe. Mrs.
With understanding and training and motion pictures of France will
•ere Mrs. Ethel Smjth, Mrs. Beth Mrs Joyce Adams. Mrs. Martha Philip Edwards.
to meet these needs, to carry out b** shown. Dr. and Mrs. Duhrssen
Ta
'Zefcsder, Mrs. Charlotte McDon- Wilson.
, District IX: Capt. Norman Conthe doctor's orders with ability and j Uved in Paris while he was studyd, Mrs Mafy Alley, Mrs. Cyrthh
District III: Capt. Mrs. Arthur'non; Mrs Ruth Chase, Mrs. Joan
akes, Mrs. Bertha Dyer and Mrs Ifemey; Mrs. Dorothy Daggett. Mrs. Young, Mrs. Barbara Fernald. Miss confidence, so many things can be *ng there. He will give a very inavoided. A sick person is happier teresting story of some of his evirolyn Holmquist.
Dcrcthy Dyer. Mrs. Marion Blake. Christine Moore.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Jamas Wetste' Mrs. Vinnie Benner, Mrs. Ellen j District X: Capt Mrs. Gerald Ad- at home when conditions are favor- Periencea and impressions,
•re recent guests of Mrs. Web- Beattie.
! ams; Mrs. Malcolm Carney. Mrs. able. Lack of money, scarcity of i Dr- Duhrssen is a teacher in the
Registered Nurses, over-crowded North Haven High School,
Treat Your Home To
rr’s mother, Mrs. Alexander
District IV: Capt. Mrs. Roger Stanley Foster. Mrs. Aaron Clark,
hospitals make it often a necessity j A‘‘ men are invited to attend,
Top Performance
'cote at Waltham. Mass.
Jameson; Mrs. Mary Fales. Mrs. Mrs. Ralph Carroll, Mrs. Robert
to care for them there It prepares
nmn/vr
Sharp, clear TV images; staticA very interesting and entertain Florence Kvorjck,
Mrs. Evelyn Guptill.
free radio rerrption . . . these
the young mother with her first ST. uEOnGE
ing pregram was enjoyed by those
watching and listening pleasures
Mrs. Aidelle Hazelton has reattending the PTA meeting Monday Doris Lorraine Skoog. daughter ol ‘ ing slippers and a corsage of roses. baby to care for hLm intelligently,
are yours when you rely on us
j ..
™
,
making a happier and healthier ceeived word that her son Phillip
evening. After the adjournment of
for prompt, efficient service snd
Mr.and Mrs. Fritz Skoog. East Bes- John Chilles. brother of the brideand a more
Hazelton has the new
-Itiou of
repairs.
the business meeting three acts
ton Road, was umted in marnage to j groom, was best man. After the mcther because she has been taught Law Librarian at the New Hampfrom the 1953 “Hi-Jlnks" were Harod ttiillea. son of Mrs. Ix>uise ceremony a receptton was held at
Richards
rlght
and dots not have
staU LU}
at
presented, featuring Beatrice Hild- and the late William Chilles. The | the home of the bride's parents. A (<J ,earn „y trail and error
New Hampshire
ing, Bruce Arey, Mac Gilchrist, ceremony was performed by Rev.: beautiful three tiered wedding cake
Radio Television
„tle handling of thf pld.
Missio
meetl
which
Charlene Polk and Harold Ander *•...*
°f2he_l
“rS\Alt*rt..OSgO°d- h‘d erly sick person makes life so much wo to he held February 2. has been i
SALES and SERVICE
son, accompanied by Arthur Brown. church. The organist was Arthur : the first slice cut by the bride and
TEL. 151
more
bearable
for
them.
Prompt
postponed until February 9. and ■ 125 MAIN ST.
Following this an interesting and Brown. The bride was given in mar- bridegroom, and lunch was served
THOMASTON
informative talk was given_by L. B. rlage by her father. She wore a by the bride's mother and sister. recovery of any patient may rest will be held at the home of Mrs :
131-8-tf
Dyer, Edwin Maddox and Roy Dyer white gown of nylon net, with a The bride was a graduate of the upon the nursing care. It helps to Helen Thomas with Mrs. Ena Hawon "The Indian lore of the Islands" fited bodice and a ful! skirt. Her Class of 1953. Vinalhaven High
with Indian relics on display. The fingertip veil of white tulle fell from School. Mr. Chilles attended the
1IIK I’tiKILAM) SUNDAY
usual social hour and refreshments a Juliette cap of lace, and she car Vinalhaven schools. He served three
served by the Senior mothers closed ried an old fashioned nosegay of and one-half years in the U. 8.
Telejjram
the evening.
yellow roses. The bridesmaids were Afmy, two and one-half of which
Chilles-Skoog
\«>v» the Portland Sunday Telegram it
a sister of the bride. Mrs. Harold he was in Germany, one year in the
(lie only complete tlirough-Saturday
Union Church was the scene of a Haskell, and Miss Leida Lea Or- States. The newlyweds were shownewspaper Iteing circulated in Eastern
candlelight wedding Samraay mgnt cutt. a niece. Each wore ballerina ered with best wishes and many
and \orlhern Maine. It is your best
January 23 at 8 o'clock, when Miss length pastel gowns with match- beautiful gifts.
Rockland ar.d
Rockport High
?chco:s'have chosen their D.A.R
candidates for Good Citizenship
Awards for 1954. who are sponsored
by the Lady Knox Chapter, Daughters of the American Revolution.
At Rockland, Principal A. Hamilton Bcothby announces the selection oi Miss Janice Marie Fickett,
18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Fickett of 63 Willow street.
She is a member of the senior
class and a college course honor
student. Her school activities lnelude membership in the Glee Club.
French Cluib. Latin Club. Thespian
yociety and the Student Council,
She is presently serving as treasur'r of her class and as activity tickot chairman.
Principdl Frederick Richards of
Rockpcrt High Schoo! announces
the selection of Miss Carol Jones,
17. as that school's candidate.
Mi's Jones Ls the daughter of Mrs

SERVICE

SHORTHAND

Between Kow and the End of lhis School Year, and
Ha/e a Dictation Speed of 80 to 100 WPM
HEW NSGhT SCHOOL CLASS
STAhTS KONDAY, FEB. 1
NEW CLASS ALSO FORMING FOR DAY SCHOOL.

Hours 8.C0 A. M. to II A. M.

I ENGAGEMENT OF MISS ELAINE

Rockland BPW

Social Matters

Get Free Sample Lesson.

ROCKLAND SCHOOL of COMMERCE
TEL. 148

Page'
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245 MAIN STREET

13-lt

NEW 1954

Emerson - Hallicrafters
TV VALUES
i

I

<iun<lay newspaper buy because:

I — It brings you complete
state, lorul. national and world
news coverage.

January CLEARANCE

2 — Basketball and other
g|Htrls events, including all of the
important Friday night rontesls
are especially summarized for
Eastern nnd Northern Maine
readers.
3—More club news, engage
ments, marriages, social gath
erings and other events of in
terest to the woman reader
are carried in the Telegram.

SALE
B. F. Goodrich - Mud & Snow Tires

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT

SMALL MONTHLY PAYMENTS

We Believe SERVICE Starts With
the installation — No Waiting
SETS INSTALLED WITHIN 24 HOURS AFTER PURCHASE

SIZE
6.00-16 4 Ply
6.50-15 4 Ply
7.00-15 4 Ply
6.50-16 4 Ply
6.70 -15 4 Ply
7.10-15 4 Ply
7.60-15 4 Ply
8.00-15 4 Ply

•

REG.
$22.65
23.65
27.55
26.70
24.85
27.55
30.20
34.55

(Weather Permitting)

EASY

TEL 1510

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SALE PRICE
Plus
Plus
Plus
Plus
Plus
Plus
Plus
Plus

$17.15
18.33
21.35
20.69
19.26
21.35
23.41
26.78

te

Dick Tracy, Mary
M orth and a host of
other Eastern and IXorthern
Maine favorites are regular features of the
Portland Sunday Telegram's 12-page colored
comic sertion. Y ou'll always find plenty of weekend
reading enjoyment in Maine's own magazine sertion.
Snd Parade, the famous national pietnre magazine,
is distributed regularly with your

TERMS

COMPTON’S

MclOON HOME & AUTO SUPPLY
11 PARK STREET

PRICE
Plus Tax
Plus Tax
Plus Tax
Plus Tax
Plus Tax
Plus Tax
Plus Tax
Plus Tax

32 Park Street

13-lt

waesBzsB

Tel. 1135

Rockland, Maine
13-lt

Portland Sunday Telegram
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Fog* Eight

Orange Corner '

STEAMBOAT YARNS

REALM of

Chaplain. Fora Turner;

treas*

urer. Ariel Llnscokt; secretary,
Ruby Hannan; gatekeeper. Bart
Evening Star Grange met In reg Ghent.
Ceree, Phyllis Snowdeal; Po
ular sesion last week with a good
mona. Nettie Grinnell; Flora,
attendance.
A committee was appointed to Geneva Luce; lady assistant stew
(Continued tram

Page Five)

Evening Star Orange

of Ships and Men

by
/

aasMsnt steward. Banner Turner

John

Gladys S. Heistad

M

Richardson

draw up resolutions on the death ard. Lena Roy; executive commit
of Mrs. Mary Cargill and the char tee for one year. Roy Turner.
One new application for mem
ter draped.
Men's Night, which was sup bership was accepted. Refresh
____________ i
The first installment dealt with the experiences of Cant. II. L. Look in "sail”. Today’s account lists posed to have been at this meet ments of sandwiches, cake and hot
what he writes me:
his coirmands in steam following his rise to master. The next instailmert will recount some of the high ing was postponed to a later date. coffee were served after the meet
"Regarding the Cimbollek Quar adventures met through his colorful career during an
fh«* war vears.
ing.
Owl's Head Grange
tet, it had been our hope that it
Our next meeting will be held
By Elisabeth Walker
w-ould function as the Colby String
Feb. 1.
At the last meeting of Owl’s
Quartet this year. Arrangements
NORTH SEARSMONT
Mt. Pleasant Grange
Head Grange the Third and Fourth
were completed but since Mr. Eider
j
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond PhUbrook
By
Helen
Cross
Degrees were conferred on the fol
moved to Rhode Island, the group
of
Rumford, were weekend guests at
The
regular
meeting
of
Mt.
Plea

lowing
candidates:
Lucy
Stewart,
has become inactive. I have no in
Russell Stewart. Paul Ross and sant Grange was opened by acting the Gove home.
formation as to whether, when an
Herman Meriam and daughter,
?eter Rots. The Fourth Degree Master Wend ill Dennison.
other cellist is available, it will be
At this meet'ng, Master Earnest Mrs. Jos ph r.e Grady and children
w is worked by Worthy Mas
re-fermed.”
ter Lillian, Rackiiffe of St. Douglas. Sr , pa ged in his resigna cf Belfast visited Su-day at the
Colby College has some excellent
George Grange. Before the tr.eet- tion which was accepted by the Merriam home.
musical events scheduled beginning
.ng a delicious supper was served Grange
Mrs. Elluda Oray who lives with
in March and as soon as more de
under the direction of the lady
All members are urged to be pre her brother Richard Merriam, re
tail is available, Mr. Dyer promises
offlcers.
sent at our next meeting as we have mains quite lil. Miss Oladys Gove
to advise me.
*
The lecturer's inarch was won by to elect a new Master. At this meet is a part Dime nurse at the Mer
According to the record I have, I
Margaret Greeley and the special ing we -will also have Guest Officers riam home.
Community Concerts for February
prize was won by Esther Robishaw. night.
are
Elden Maddocks is able to be
Pomona Master Una Ames spoke
A Scotch Auction will be held on , about again after being confined
Feb. 4. Constance Keene, pianist,
and invited a l Pomona members a hand made baby's set, so bring
Rockland, at the Community Build
to his home by Illness.
to bp present at the next Lime your loose change.
ing. at 8.15 p. m.
rock Valiev Pomona meeting to be
All members who haven’t been
Feb. 12: Janice Moudry, contralto.
held at Pleasant Valley Grange solicited please bring sandwiches or girl* with the boys winning. Mem
Belfast High School Auditorium I
ory test, which Audrey Johnson
on Feb. 13.
sweets.
at 8 15 p. m. (Miss Moudry is also
won; more games were played af
Lecturer Taylor of Weymouth
to appear in Augusta on Feb 15.
St. George Grange
ter the serving of refreshments.
Grange, Brother Merrifield of
but there is no reciprocity in Au
By Oladys Oregory
It was annuonced that each
South Hope. Brother Eugene Ra~kgusta.)
At the Jan. 22. meeting of St. week the Juvenile and Youth
liffe of St. George and Brother
Stewart, Brother Bridges and George Grange it was voted to Committee will have a presenta
•48a- a(ii«i»MtwMB
Another of the youthful musicians
Brother Gamage. all of Owl's Hea send lecturer Marlon Barnes to tion on the theme "Building for
the Lecturer's Conference which Tomorrow." Sister Audrey John
who used to be at Rockport and
Above ap cars the celebrated S. S. Susquehanna wh ch Capt. Look took into Germany—the
Grange spoke.
first ship to ent-r after the war.
who is emerging in the musical
Selections were sung by John will be held In Augusta. Peb. 10 to son was in eharge ol this for
the Priday meeting.
navigation for metropolitan voca and Bernice Gam-age and also 12.
War I pressures.
world with success, is Jacob LateinThe lecturer presented the fol
On the same program, Master
tional School with brush up Priscilla Nash and Thelma Murray.
The
war
found
him
in
the
Navy,
er. who appeared with the New
courses for sailors to enter marl- • The closing thought was by Myrtle lowing program: song by all, roll Lillian Rackliff offered surprise
as
Lieutenant,
Senior
Grade,
on
York Philharmonic-Symphony on
call. "Should Husbands help with feature.
USS Mercury. Naval Transport t.tne schools, a licensed instructor Cassidy.
Jan. 2 It interests me tremendously
Lessons in square dancing were
and1 USS K. Luehenbach. then in New York and in 1940 resigned
The charter was draped ln mem the Housework?”: bean bag relay
as Jacob back in the Rcckport days,
Executive Officer on the Lucken- this post to become Inspector of ory of Brother Charles M. Gard with Captain Darla Thomas and also enjoyed.
now perhaps ten years ago, was a
The door prize was won by Rob
bach. then Lieut Commander in Ships with the Maritime Oommis- ner author of “The Grange- Willard Hilt. Capt. Darla’s team
very precocious lad, not too pre
ert Singer of Ocean View Grange
on where he continued until 1943 Friend of the Farmer" and high won.
c;mmand of USS Lake Placid,
possessing or engaging. His brothA cracker stunt with boys versus of Martinsville.
North Atlantic mine layer for
At the time the Commission priest emeritus of the Assembly
er. Isaac was with him. and I reeight months until the war's end. requested him to go back to sea of Dp meter.
member him as even less preDuring 1920 and 1921 he served and back he went as master of the
Visitors were present from St.
PROBATE NOTICES
possessing or engaging. But t-ime
as mas er of SS Fred'k Luchen- new ship Anna H. Shaw, making George, South Hope, Weymouth,
for Administration asking that
STATE OF MAINE
sometimes works wonders! Thf
bach. Coquitt. West Quechee and i r first voyage. Bad luck caugh. Warren. Penobscot
View and
To all persons interested lt. Isabel Ladd of Warren, or some
boys were quite on the intellectual
was Chief Officer on the US. Mail up with him off Halifax where he Pleasant Valley Granges.
either of the estates hereinafter other suitable person, be appointed
side, reading "hefty" volumes on
administratrix, without bond.
named:
Line’s great Susquehanna, first sustained a serious injury and was
Warren Grange
philosophy and the like, and they
At a Probate Court held at Rock
ESTATE SAM SALVO, late of
American passenger vessel into taken by the Nary to Halifax for
By Nancy Benner
Petition for
land. in and for the County of Camden, deceased
played chess with intensity and de
Germany after the war.
th. i fc months hospitalization. Dur
License
to sell certain real estate
Warren Orange had an interest Knox, on the nineteenth day of
votion. Jacob that summer was
With the slump in 1921 he was ing his convalescence he was made ing program Tuesday night. Each January, in the year of our Lord situated in Camden and fully de
working with Efrem Zimbaliast for
made port captain and paymaster Inspector U5.A.T.S. at the Staten member is asked to bring some one thousand nine hundred and scribed In said petition, present
whom he was accompanist in 1945
fifty-four, and by adjournment ed by Prank F. Harding, of Rock
In charge o' the huge flee; of l.iid- Island Army Piers. He returned thin!; for the next week’s program from day to day from the nine land. Public Administrator.
I think Isaac was studying violin
up passenger and freight liner-’ to sea eight months later in com
Two members were reported ill, teenth day of said January. The
ESTATE JOSEPH M. CAUat this time but am not too sure.
owned by the government. This mand of SS Medina and later and we were glad to welcome back following matters having been pre DALL. late cf Appleton. deceased
A brief biography of Jafcob which
was the N.w Loudon group with a SS. Cable Eye. these Agwillne- some who had been unable to at sented for the action thereupon Petition for License to sell certain
appeared in the New York Philhar
hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby real estate situated in Appleton
value in excess of $53,030,010. C: p- operated ships being turned back tend for sometime.
ORDERED:
Captain Look as a Lieutenantmonic-Symphony program says
..
....
government
in
1947.
1
tain
look
laid
out
and
supervised
That notice thereof be given to
Commander in World War I
We will be using the new pass
that he was born in Cuba in 1928
| all work of maintenance with an
Captain Look then took the fa word next week
all perrons interested, by causing a trlx.
of Polish parents, and received his
Once his mind was made up to accounting of over a million dol- in " Shephard liner Theodore S.
copy of this order to be published
ESTATE KEZZIE F DOLLI
Surprise lunch was served after three weeks successively in The
early musical training in Havana. give up hiE career in sail and turn 1 lars.
VER late of Thomaston, deceased.
Fester an J operated her over 75.000 the meeting.
Courier-Gazette,
a
newspaper
pub

He gave his first student recital at his career to steam. Captain Look
Petition for License to sell certain
In 1977 Captain Look was mas- miles in 10 months when he was
lished at RocKland. ln said County, real estate situated ln Thomaston,
the age of six. Later he came to v:ted promptly upon leaving the I er of a number of huge passenger a gain hospitalized w ith food pois
Medomak Valley Grange
that they may appear at a Probate and fully described ln said petition,
Philadelphia to study at the Curtis schooner Erie B Hall
By Ruby Hannan
Court to be he’d at said Rockland presented by Lucille F Stone of
I liners including Presid“nt Garfield, oning resulting In major surgery.
Institute oi Music with Mme. Ven
Brother Raymond Danforth and j on the sixteenth day of February. Cushing, executrix.
He started serving his time lead- i President Ada rs, President Mun
Making a gcod recovery, he was
gerova—he was eleven years old at . lg toward master in steam on roe anil American Parmer, all of at sea again late in '47 in com his aides if' tailed the offlcers of ! A. D. 1954 at ten o'clock in the
ESTATE ALBERT T ‘ HAR
forenoon. and be heard thereon if
that time, and in December of 1945 ■tieamshlp Coanr.a. followed by the United States Lines New York- mand of the Isbrandlsen liner Medomak Valley Grange Monday they see cause
RIMAN. late of Cushing, deceased.
Petition for License to sell certain
he made h:s debut w.'h the Phila- Carolyn, Washingtonian, Dakotar. London service.
He then took George Walton and later took evening Jan. 18. in mite of the
HERBERT J. McCLURE, late of
delpiha Orchestra as winner of i’enr.sylvanian, Californian, tl." command of the great S.S. Pan command of the Newberry Victory severe cold night. Installed were: Ro-kland. deceased. Will and Pe real estate situated in Cushing, and
fully described in said petition,
their Youth Competition. He has Cilioam Julia Luck?:;,bach, Fred'k America of the Pan American Line of the sane line operating in the Master, Lorenzo Linscott; overseer, tition for Probate thereof asking presented by Irving Fales of Cush
appeared with several of 'he major Luck it,bach.
Ccntmanche
and in the New York-Buenos Aires Ncnh Atlantic coal and grain Glcdys Linscott; lecturer, Maude that said will may be proved and ing, administrator.
orchestras, one summer he played Mohawk, covering the period from service. Thi.- became the Munson trade until Aug. 24. 1949 when Ghent; steward. Richard Linscott; allowed and that Letters Testa
ESTATE JAMES H. GRAY,
mentary issue to Florence R. Mc- late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
in a Beethoven Festival at Tangle- 1310 to 1919 when he was ready for Line before Captain Look resigned. ordered "Through with engines"
C'ure ef Rockiar.d. she being the tion for Allowance presented b.v
wood under Koussevitzky. He has high responsibilities. His service
executrix named therein, without Eleanor E. Gray of Rockland,
Notices of Appointment
With the depression 1927-1931, for the last time and stepped
Just completed three years' service as master in sail sneeded his rise Cap, ain Look was master of sev . ,'icre ior a richly earned retire
I. WILLIS R. VINAL. Register bond.
widow.
ARTHUR F. LAMB. late of
of Probate for the County of Knox
in the U S. Army, during which in steam, shortening his climb io eral large yachts, among them that ment.
ESTATE ALFRED BROWN, late
in the State of Maine, hereby cer Rockiar.d. deceased Will and Pe
time he has not been heard profes the top and this was given further of Mrs. E H Harriman. Through
Another Captain Look yam next tify that in the following estates, tition for Probate thereof asking of Vlnalhaven, deceased. First and
Final Aocount presented for allow
sionally. although he appeared as impetus bv the advent of World 1933 he E.rveJ as instructor in week.
the persons were appointed admin- that the satd will may be proved ance bv Frank F. Harding. Public
piano soloist with the U. 3 Army
‘rators. executors, guard1 a ns and and a’.'owed and that Letters Tes Administrator.
Conservators and on the dates tamentary issue to Helen W. Lamb
Field Band both on tour in this
ESTATE WILLIAM E. MATCivil War Memorial '54. Mae Cross, '54. Bessie Sulli Members receiving their written
oi Rcckland; she being the execu
rrinafter ramed.
country and ln Europe. His ap
SON. late of Warren, deceased
van. '43 ard Ruih Thompson, '33 notices of the annual meeting
JO’HI A FIbCST. late of Rock- trix named therein, without bond. First and Final Account present
pearance with the New York Phil Association Annual
Camp: Herman Winchenbaugh, should make a special effort to at land deceased. December 17, 1963 j TAUNO O BROOKS, late of ed for allowance by Margaret Matharmonic-Symphony really marked
Arthur Marsh, Mr. Willis and Ed. tend. feeling honored to be a part Carl M. Stilphen of Rockland was , Thomaston, deceased. Will and son. administratrix.
his return to the professional con Meeting On Feb. 2 Mullen, permanently elected. The of this association, who are main appointed executor and qualified Petition for Probate thereof ask
ESTATE FERNALD F. AMES,
by filing bond on January 5, 1954. ing that said will may be proved late
cert stage. The picture accompany
of Vinalhaven, deceased. First
Daughters’ committee are: Lizz e taining the heme obtained by the
and allowed and that Letters Tes
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Civil
'
NETTIE
CROCKETT
WOTTON.
ing this thumbnail biography shows
French, 55. L.na Carroll. '55. Carre GAR by careful planning and Late of Rockland, deceased. Janu tamentary issue to Michael F and Final Aocount presented for
allowance
by Villa C. Ames, execu
him much improved in looks. Didn’t War Association, will be held Iu House, 33. Inez Packard, 53. Pris long hours giver to their labor of ary 19. 1954 Charles C. Wotton of Brooks of Thomaston, he being the
trix.
I say that time works wonders— GAR Hall Tuesday evening Feb cilla Smith. '54 and Jennie Pie- love, a fitting home for their chi’- Roekiand was appointed executor executor named therein, without
ESTATE ORA M IRISH, of
i sometimes*.
and qualified by filing bond on bond
dren to enjoy thtse many years
2. preside 1 over by Mrs Eliza , troski.. '54.
ESTHER E. ROBBINB. late Of Rockland. First and Final Ac
same date.
count presented for allowance by
The CW.M Association was in
Plummer. The Association efflJAMES H. ORAY, late of Rock Vinalhaven. deceased. WIU and Doris R. Ames, Conservator.
Do you remember when Doriot
cers are composed of vice
presi- corporated Feb. 28. 1924 and by SOUTH THOMASTON
land, deceased. December 15. 1953 Petition for Probate thereof asking
ESTATE J. HOMER NELSON,
Anthony was engaged as first flutist
that said will may be proved and
lent. Millie Thomas, clerk. Velma laws adopted Feb. 28 '24 The ob I Tlie Star Masonic Club will hold E’eauor E Gray of Rockland was allowed
and that Letters Testa late of Warren, deceased. First
with the Boston Symphony that
administratrix
and
Marsh, treasurer. Mae Cross and ject is to carefully preserve th" a meeting Monday evening. Thtrc appointed
and Final Aocount presented for
oval-fled by filing bond on Janu mentary issue to Nina Burgess of allowance by Frances S. Nelson,
Rudolph Elie was right in the
auditor.' Bessie Sullivan.
Trus building known as the Grand Army ! will be a pot luck supper preceding ary’ 19. 1954.
Vinalhaven. she being the execu
“front row” of those opposed large
trix named therein, without bond. executrix.
tees are elected members of the Hall as a memorial to the st^diers the Star meeting.
FANNIE BICKMORE. late of
ly on the ground that the chair of four Allied GAR. Orders, and art: and sailois cf Rockland, who
ESTATE ALFRED C. HAWES,
ELIZABETH M. HAMILTON, late
Thomaston, deceased. January 19.
late of Union, deceased. First and
the first flutist had never been Mrs. Plummer. Corps; Mrs. Smith. served honorably in tiie Union
When success doesn't come yo
1954 Wiiliam J. Vinal of Thomas of Rockland deceased. Will and Pe Final Account presented for al
occupied by a woman? He had Tent; Mrs. Hatch, Auxiliary and Army, Navy or Marine Corps wty. it is high time for you to
ton was appointed administrator tition for Probate thereof asking lowance by Charlotte 8 Hawes,
and qualified by filing bond on that said will may be proved and executrix.
quite a lot to sav at the Mr. Wtnshe: baugh. Camp.
during the Civil War of 1861-1865. in search of it.
allowed and that Letters Testa
same date.
time, so I am interested to note
mentary issue to Clifford A. Ham
ESTATE CHARLES M. LAWRY,
The term of office of other elect
CHA.Rl.E3
E.
LAWRENCE.
late
ilton oi Rockland, he being the late of Thomaston, deoeased. First
that he does not fai! to give her ed members expires automatically
of Warren, deceased. January 19. executor named therein, without and Final Account presented for
praise even if he still may cherish a and successors are nominated in
1954 Hattie N. Lawrence of Warren bona.
allowance by Samuel W. Coffins,
little of the feeling he displayed at December by their respective or
was appointed executrix, without
HERBERT W. THORNDIKE, Jr., administrator.
bond.
the time Miss Anthony came to the ganizations. The Corps commit
late of Rockland, deceased. Will
ESTATE LYFORD W. RO6S.
OERTRUDE W. FEYLER. late and Petition for Probate thereof late of Vlnalhaven, deceased. First
Boston Symphony—perhaps he no tee are: Gertrude Sato. '55. Lucy
of
Thomarton.
deceased.
January
asking
that
said
trill
may
be
and
Final Aocount presented for
longer has any feeling of opposition. Sawyer, ’55. Eliza Plummer, '54.
19. 1954 Richard W. Feyler of proved and allowed and that Let allowance by Phyllis B. Roes, Spe
Be that as it may, in his review of Millie Thomas. '54. Mildred Con
Thomaston and Barbara F. Wads ters Testamentary issue to Lle-w- cial Administratrix.
worth of Camden were appointed ella S. Mills of Rockland, she being
the concert of the Boston Sym don. '53. Addie Kaler. '53. In the
ESTATE EVA H MCDONALD, late
executors, without bond.
phony on Jan. 8. ln which Miss Auxiliary are Berniece Hatch. '55.
the executrix named therein, with of Vlnalhaven. deceased. Petition
HARRIET SILSBY FROST. Ute out bond.
Anthony was flute soloist in Ibert’s Alice Smalley '55. Velma Marsh,
for License to sell certain real es
of Rockland, deceased. January,
MARY P. McCALLUM. late of tate situated ln Vinalhaven, pre
“Concerto for Flute”, Mr. Elie said.
19. 1954 William S. Silsby of Ells- , Warren, deceased. Will and Pe sented by Joseph 9. Headley, Ad
“Doriot Anthony. whose flute ality of a phrase and for the ability
worth was appointed executor and tition for Probate thereof asking ministrator.
qualified by filing bond on same that said will may be proved and
playing has long since captivated to di&niinish and swell tile volume
ESTATE WILLIAM H. HAHN,
date.
allowed and that Letters Testa late of Friendship, deceased. First
the city (Boston), stepped forward of the tone exquisitely."
JOHN • A STEVENS. late of mentary issue to Dana H. Smith and Final Account presented fer
• * • «
I
in the second half of the concert
Rockland, deceased. January 19. of WarTen. he being the executor allowance by Fred P. Colson.
to play Ibert’s Flute Concerto in a
Odd items picked up here and
1954 Lena E Stevens of Rockland named therein, without bond.
Executor.
stunning fashion. Her tone is ot a there: The Philhamonic Hall in
was appointed executrix, without
$25 to $1200
ESTATE HILDA A. KELWICK,
FLORA A. STOCKWELL, late
bond.
rich and glowing quality, at once Lcs Angeles is closed to Jazz con- '
late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Peti of Camden, deceased. Will and Pe
ALTHEA
CARTER.
Ute
of tion for Administration
asking tition for Probate thereof asking
firm and expressive, and she dis certs—officials say audiences tear
Life Insurance at no
Thomaston, deceased. January 19. that Harvey E. Toiman of Vlnal that said will may be proved and
played an exceptional technique in up too much upholstery.
1954 Carrol! Carter of Thomaston haven. or some other suitable per allowed and that Letters Testamen
OR OTHER RIANS
the fast passages in an instrument
additional cost.
A few years ago Benney Goodwas appointed administrator, and son. toe appointed administrator, tary issue .to Raymond D. Stockwhere lightening technique is com man’s small daughter was sorting
qualified by filing bond on January without bond.
well ot Rockland, he being the
Then, too, you con get extra money
Cleon up all of those pesky bills.
22. 1954.
monplace, negotiating runs and as through boxes in a closet and found
ESTATE ARTHUR P GUIL executor named therein, without
Get money to pay them oil ot
for medical ond dental bills, doth,
EDITH
A
OVERLOOK,
late
of
FORD.
late
of
Vlnalhaven,
de

bond.
cending octaves at breathtaking a pile of her father's early records
once, then spread repayment
ing, repairs or other expenses. Let
Washington, deceased
Januarv ceased Petition for Administra
CHARLES S. HYSLER. late ef
speed while achieving perfect arti They had been cut privately in 1938
over a number of months . . . you
us know how much you need.
19. 1954 Ralph W. Farris of Port tion asking that Elizabeth David Warren, deoeased. Will and Peti
choose
just
how
many
culation Present always—was her by the original Goodman band.
land was appointed executor aud son of Vinalhaven. or eome other tion for Probate thereof asking
remarkable feeling for the music- Reissued these forgotten tunes have '
qualified by Tiling bond on Janu person, be appointed administra that said will may he proved and
PHONE • WRITE • COME IN
ary 22. 1954
trix. without bond.
now sold more than 100,000 albums ’
allowed and that tetters Teeta(ESTATE FRED A. LAMONT, mmtary issue to Donald Kennis
ALBERT HARRIMAN. Ute of
359 Main Street, 2nd Floor
Do you know who made the most
Cushing, deceased. January. Jan late of Union, deceased. Petition ton of Warren, he being the execu
Above Leightons Jewelry Store
money on a short concert tour of
uary 19. 1954 Irving Fales of Cush for Administration asking that tor named .therein, without bond.
CLAYT BITLER
this country? It was Paderewski,
Phone: 1720
ing w-as appointed administrator Curtis M. Payson of Union, or
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR.
and qualified by filing bond on some other suitable person, be ap Esquire, Judge of Probate Court
Wants to See YOU About in 1891. when he grossed $180,000
January
25.
1954.
pointed
administrator,
without
for
Knox County, Rookland, Maine.
in a tour of 26 cities. His financial
bond.
TELEVISION
Attest;
Attest:
success in America as a pianist has

Capt. Look Turns To “Steam”

Ruth Slenczynska. who is remem
bered as a child prodigy of the
piano and who has returned to the
concert field dur r.g the past year
or so after an absenre of several
years, did not come off too. well ir.
her recent New York recital. One
reviewer said in part: "Miss Slen
czynska was not in very good form.
Neither intellectually nor techni
cally was she mistress of the
lengthy Schumann w'rk. which
contained a variety of effects that
sounded extremely artificial. Her
ideas about the work involved a fu
neral march rather than a quiet,
lyric statement, and throughout
the piece there were abrupt rhyth
mic changes, a lack of tension, and
an inability to hold the music to
gether.
“Perhaps Miss Slenczynska was
trying to be original, but it «.is dif
ficult to find much validity in her
musical ideas Here and there she
played a phr>?e with real artistry,
only to follow it with something
that disturbed the effect. She has
a talent that conceivably could be
developed, but she will have to work
very hard to overcom" the liabilities
imposed by what would appear to
be years of bad technical and usical training.’'
If memory serves me correctly,
the greater part if not all of Miss
Slenczynska's training has come
frem her father I recall ’hat when
she was hailed as a child prodigy,
articles pertaining to her home life
and training at the piano always
gave me the feeling that she was
driven constantly—I always pic
tured her as sitting at the piano in
practice day in and day out. with
no break fcr recreation or plea
sure. Doubtless that was an exag
gerated idea, yet th" feeling persists
that she was driven far beyond
what her talent justified.

Jar. Peer-.e. tenor, is a radio fav
orite so his many over-the-air ad
mirers wiil be interested to hear
about his appearance with the NBC
8ymphony. Arturo Toscanini con
ducting. last Sunday afternoon. The
first act of Verdi's "Un Ballo ln
Maschera" was given and Mr
Peerce replaced Jussi Bjoerling who
was “a ken ill Mr. Peerce. because
of other commitments and because
he had not sung the role in several
seasons, was reluctant to undertake
the performance at such short no
tice. However, at Toscanini’s tele
phone request he agreed to do so
The conductor, who will be 87 years
old on March 25. pointed out that
this and next Sunday's broadcast
(the second and third acts of the
opera I may be his last appearances
as an opera conductor. It was then
that Mr. Peerce agreed to undertake
the brodcast.
Incidentally the Sunday after
noon broadcast was Mr Peerce's
15th appearance with Toscanini and
the NBC Symphony. Earlier per
formances have included ''Fidelio,"
“La Boheme,” “La Traviata,” and
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. The
last three performances were re
corded by RCA Victor Victor is al
so expected to record “Un Ballo in
Maschera” with a view toward fu
ture release on disks. It will be Mr
Peerce’s first authorized “Bailo in
Maschera.”
• • • •
And here is something about Lily
Pons, another radio favorite. On
January 3. 1931. the coloratura so
prano. a trifle more diminutive than
she is now. stepped on the stage of
the Metropolitan Opera to make her
detout as the hapless heroine in
Donizetti’s "Lucia di Lammermoor."
That was 23 years and also 99 Lu
cias ago At least that is what the
statisticians claim, and it is not al
ways easy to argue with statisti
cian. But Miss Pons who was about
to embark on her 100th perform
ance as Lucia was disturbed by the
diminutive size of the number, and
said so, in this manner: “ I have
sung Lucia all the time since 1931.
At the Metropolitan in San Fran
cisco, in South America, in Eur
ope." She did not knew exactly the
number of Lucias "hanging on her
belt." but she estimated a number
far exceeding a hundred. “After all,
I made my career with Lucia," said
Miss Pons, in oonclusion.
• • • «
Many times I have spoken of
Zara Nelsova, the renowned cellist,
and I note from a program sent me
by Lillian Whitmore from Boston
that Mme Nelsova is to be the art
ist st the Isabella Stewart Gard
ner Museum on Sunday, Fcto. 7.
• • • •
I have wondered just what was
happening to the Cimbolleck Quar
tet < remember their line perform
ance at the Rubinstein Club's spring
concert last year?) since Mr Elder
the cellist had moved to Rhode
Island, so wrote to Richard Dyer,
Director of Public Relations. Colby
OUete, for information. Here is

OWLS HEAD
Worker* for the March ef Dime*
Mother'* March. Thursday night
were: Mr. and Mre. Frank Roe*.
Mr*. Kathleen Stone, Mrs. Anna*
belle 8tone, Mra. Mary Dyer, Mr.
and Mra. Alfred Fredette, Mra Ef
fie Dyer, Mr*. Inez Montgomery,
Mra. Margaret Knowlton, Mra Vera
Mathieson, Mrs. Elizabeth Walker,
Mrs. Jean McClure, Mrs. Frances
Montgomery, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
Leadbetter, Mrs. Katherine PhU
brook and Mrs. Alice Woodman.
The amount collected was $152.21.
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